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Abstract
This paper will describe a range of techniques for estimating the capacity of offshore foundations which has
always been a main issue in foundation design and remains so today. In so doing the paper will, however,
take a tack that is slightly out of the mainstream - emphasizing methods of plastic limit analysis rather than
more traditional approaches. It begins with a brief history of offshore geotechnical developments describing
how design methods have evolved for shallow foundations and pile foundations and emphasizing the types of
loads, site conditions, and foundation geometries encountered. A number of simple solutions are provided
with detailed example problems. It is the author’s view that plastic limit analysis methods have the potential
to supplement and enhance more traditional methods.
1. Introduction
I am sincerely honoured to be invited to give the inaugural McClelland Lecture. I am humbled by the
task before me as I sincerely wish to produce something that Bram McClelland would have appreciated.
At first I leaned toward a subject that more characterised his expertise and interest- engineering geology, site investigation, and foundation design. On
further reflection however I concluded that Bram delighted in developing engineers who followed their
own interests, not in his image, but in their own
unique ways. That is the kind of leader he was. This
epiphany led me to select a topic that has long been
a passion of mine - bridging the gap, sometimes
chasm, between theory and practice. I believe this is
what he would have wanted from me.
Estimating foundation capacity has always been a
central issue in foundation analysis and design.
Many different methods are employed in this practice and many of those involve ad hoc assumptions
and empirical models. While these methods have
served the profession well, advancements have been
made that have not always been fully exploited. In
this paper we will focus on one such advancement,
plastic limit analysis (PLA), a methodology that is
theoretically sound, internally consistent, and surprisingly simple to apply. In my experience I have
found this approach can lend significant advantages
to some of the more traditional methods. The fact
that PLA is underutilized by practicing engineers

stems partly, I think, from a literature that tends to
be heavily mathematical and often arcane. The main
purpose of the paper then is to take a small step towards demystifying the concepts for the mainstream
using a number of detailed examples. The examples
are intentionally simple ones so that detailed results
can be presented without getting too bogged down in
the theory.
Many of the problems encountered in offshore foundation engineering are particularly well suited for
applying PLA methods. We will first provide a general overview of foundation types that are used in
the offshore environment. This will be in an historical context working the way from early offshore beginnings such as piers and jackets to modern issues
of deep water applications. In the illustrations of the
analysis techniques involved we will define a limited
number of idealised foundations along with typical
loading scenarios. We will then demonstrate how
capacity estimates can be made using a range of
available solutions in the framework of PLA. Typical cases will be analysed including shallow foundations, pile foundations, and systems of these types.
In the process we will put special emphasis on characterising results using multi-axial failure interaction
diagrams. Finally we will discuss the similarities
and differences in PLA methods and more traditional limit equilibrium approaches.

2. A Brief Histtory
Offshore drillinng was initiaally carried out from piers
p
nding from the shore as
a early as the late 18000’s
exten
as sh
hown in Figgure 1. Oveer the next 50 years, “off“
shoree drilling” w
was done frrom a wide variety of platp
form
ms includingg barges, pilled platform
ms, and dreddged
islan
nds. These platforms were sited in the shalllow
bayss, marshes, ccanals etc inn coastal arreas such ass the
Gulff Coast, Caalifornia Coast, Lake Maracaibo,
M
and
the Caspian
C
Seaa among othhers.

he axial piile capacityy was
the soil propeerties and th
mulae such as
a the
proobably basedd on pile drriving form
Enggineering News
N
Methood (Teng, 1962) which
h was
com
mmon practtice at the time. The innstallation of
o this
drillling system
m marked thhe birth of the modernn offshoore industry.

Figgure 2: Kerr McGee
M
installled the first off
ffshore platforrm out
of the sigght of land

Figu
ure 1: Drillingg and producttion from pierrs in late 19th cenc
turry

The first fixed offshore strructure out of the sigh
ht of
m
land, shown inn Figure 2, was installled 10½ miles
m the Louissiana shoree in 1947 bby Brown and
from
Roott for the Keerr-McGee Corporationn. The folllowing is
i a summarry of a desccription in the
t book, “O
Offshoree Pioneers”” (Pratt, ett al, 1997). The drilling
deck
k was 38 feeet by 58 feeet, barely laarge enough
h for
the drilling
d
derrrick. The platform
p
was tended by
b a
largee supply baarge 260 feeet long. The mooring system for the bargge consisted
d of 19 woooden piling
gs or
dolphins arrangged to bufffer the plattform from the
barge. The plaatform wass founded on
o 16, 24-iinch
steell pipe piles driven into the seabedd 104 feet. The
struccture itself was vertically sided and resembbled
scafffolding witth the piless braced with
w
9-3/4 inch
i
pipe to a point two feet ab
bove mean low tide. PreP
t
sumaably the strructure had mudmats to provide temporaary support prior to pile installattion. Whether
theree was any account tak
ken of the lateral
l
load
ds is
unkn
nown but thhe overturnning loads were
w
relativvely
smalll owing too the apprroximately 18 foot water
w
depthh. It is unliikely that thhere was anyy knowledgge of

Thee installatio
on of the Kerr-McGe
K
ee structuree was
folllowed in raapid successsion by coonstruction of a
num
mber of othher structurees. Platform
m evolutionn took
twoo distinct paths:
p
fixedd platformss for produuction
andd temporaryy platforms for explooration drilling.
Thee jack-up or
o self-elev
vating platfform, show
wn in
Figgure 3(a), annd the floatting system
m, shown in
n Figuree 3(b) becam
me the favooured conceepts for exp
plorationn drilling sttructures buut other typpes such as submerrsibles andd posted barges, espeecially for very
shaallow waterr, have alsoo been employed. Wee will
nott discuss theese concepts further buut concentraate on
the foundationns for permaanent production platfoorms.

(a)
(b)
Fig
igure 3: Explooration drillinng (a) jack-ups operate in water
w
deppths of approxximately 100 m or less (b) floating
f
vessells operate in deep
d
water

Thee prefabricaated, pile founded
f
tem
mplate struccture,
term
med steel, piled
p
jackett or SPJ, soon emergeed as
the structure of
o choice foor permanennt productioon fa-

cilitiies. These structures have
h
bases larger thann the
deck
ks, that is, tthe sides were
w
sloped or batteredd to
prov
vide improvved resistannce to lateeral loads and
overrturning mooments. Thhe concept evolved to addresss various faabrication, installation,
i
, and structtural
perfo
ormance isssues that were encounttered. A scchematic of a typiccal structurre is shownn in Figure 4(a)
4
h an actual sstructure sh
hown in Figgure 4(b). Note
N
with
the two types off piles. Maiin piles are inserted in and
ded to the jaacket legs and
a skirt pilles are inserted
weld
and grouted intto sleeves attached
a
neear the basee of
the structure. This configuration distributes the
a adds so
ome
overrturning loaads relativelly evenly and
redu
undancy to tthe overall foundation capacity. Because of the verry soft soilss that occur where mosst of
d, these jacckets also have
h
thesee structuress are placed
shalllow foundaations called
d mud matss that are used
u
for temporary
t
s
support
beffore and duuring the piile’s
instaallation. T
This basic structural/fo
s
oundation conc
cept albeit withh significan
nt improvem
ments and site
difications hhas remaineed the prim
mary production
mod
platfform for “shhallow wateer” up to thee present.

harrd, flat botttom conditiions were often addreessed
witth a new strructure typee, the concreete, gravityy base
struucture or GBS,
G
as sho
own in Figuure 5. The GBS
wass found to have signifficant advanntages over convenntional platfforms. Theese structurees have largge diameter, single piece bases, sometimees 100 metrres or
more with sheear skirts that penetratee the seabedd and
proovide lateraal resistancee to wavess of 100 feeet or
more. The fouundation is essentially a shallow founf
m
l
loading
envvirondation but the complex multi-axial
mennt and non-homogeneous soil coonditions prresent
a chhallenge no
ot only for site
s investiggations and interi
preetations butt for founddation capacity analyssis as
welll.

Figgure 5: Conccrete gravity structures
s
are widely used in
n the
central north sea

(a)
(b)
Figu
ure 4: Fixed bottom
b
structu
ures (a) schem
matic (b) shalllow
water pllatform

SPJss have beenn employed in a wide range of water
w
depthhs and loadd environm
ments, such as waves, currentss, ice and eearthquakess. The talleest platform
m of
this type is Shell’s Bullwinkle
B
structure at
w
depth
h of
526 metres talll (1,725 feeet) in a water
W
depthhs in this raange
412 metres (1,3350 feet). Water
c
a
about
the practical lim
mit for SPJ-ttype
are considered
platfforms. The fundamenttal natural pperiod becom
mes
such
h that the dyynamic resp
ponse underr wave load
ding
is a limiting conndition andd it becomess more costt effective to use flooating strucctures with very
v
long natun
ral periods.
The major discoveries in the
t North Sea,
S
startingg in
l
1960s, posed som
me differentt challenges to
the late
the offshore
o
inddustry from those in thee Gulf of MexM
ico. The huge fields, seveere winter storms and the

Maajor discoveeries in verry deep waater such as
a the
Gulf of Mexicco, the easst coast of South Ameerica,
andd the west coast of Afriica have preesented stilll new
chaallenges for the marinee geotechniccal engineer. In
these areas flo
oating systems are prrimarily useed to
o these sysstems
devvelop the reesources andd mooring of
beccomes a majjor focus. There
T
are a number of floatf
ingg system typ
pes and man
ny variationns on each type.
Thee anchors fo
or the mooring systemss include a range
r
of concepts inncluding piles, drag embedment
e
t and
verrtically load
ded anchors,, and suctionn caissons.
Thee tension leg platform with verticaal tethers orr tendonns is usuallyy anchored with piles to resist tennsion
or uplift
u
loadinng as show
wn in Figuree 6(a). A feew of
these structurres have been
b
anchoored with large
r
graavity bases which typically use ballast to resist
signnificant parrts of the uplift
u
load, for examplle the
sustained upliift, whereass inverse bearing
b
cappacity
andd skirt frictiion may be designed too resist the peak
envvironmentall loads.

straate methodss for estimatting ultimatte capacitiess. As
succh, a brief mention
m
of the conceppt of idealissation
seeems in order. In his excellent boook, Engineeering
Plaasticity (19669), C.R. Caalladine hadd this to say::

(a)

(b)

“…
…how can mathematics
m
, which is so
s clear andd precisee, and in soo many wayys simple, bbe applied to
t the
phyysical worlld which, although apparently
a
consisttent, is man
ny sided andd extremelyy complex? The
keyy to the soluution of this problem liees in the maaking
of idealisation
i
ns of the phhysical worlld. Now we
w are
all familiar with the proceess of makiing idealisattions,
butt we may inndeed be so familiar with it that we
w almost lose sighht of the factt that we arre making iddealisatiions at all.”
It iss important to keep in mind the unnderlying iddealisatiions involveed when wee carry out our
o calculattions.
Givven that we must idealise our probblems then,, how
do we use thee results to predict behhaviour or carry
minded of a quote
q
outt designs. Inn this regarrd I am rem
(thee source off which haas unfortunately been lost)
thatt my first manager
m
ciited early inn my careeer - a
quoote that I haave always kept
k in my tool
t
kit.

(c)
c)
Figure 6: Deep w
water productioon systems (a)) tension leg platp
form
f
(b) SPAR
R system (c) floating
f
produuction system

Amo
ong the othher floating
g structure types are the
SPA
AR shown inn Figure 6(b
b) and the flloating prodduction system or FPS show
wn in Figurre 6(c). Th
hese
strucctures have mooring lines that arre anchoredd as
discu
ussed abovee. In additiion to these concepts thhere
are a range of ssubmerged, bottom fouunded faciliities
deplooyed in deep water inncluding manifolds, baases
for steel
s
catenarry risers, suubsea produuction systeems,
pipellines and pipeline en
nd terminalls (PLETs)) to
namee a few. Thhese structuures are gennerally subjected to
o multi-axial loads an
nd are oftenn supportedd by
shalllow foundaations or muud mats altthough suction
caisssons are also used. Annother approoach to supp
port
such
h facilities is
i to augm
ment mud mats
m
with sh
hort
relattively rigid,, pin piles set in the mat’s cornners.
This added resiistance can help to redduce the necessary mat dimennsions which can save on installaation
mber of diffferent appliccations for mat
costss. The num
and mat-pile
m
fouundations seems to be growing rap
pidly to
o include fo
foundations on which to temporaarily
park
k various toools and haardware useed in devellopmentt.
In th
his paper wee will consiider several of the foun
ndation concepts diiscussed ab
bove. We will
w idealisee the
ndation and typical loaad conditionns and dem
monfoun

“ thhe purpose of
o computinng is insightt, not numbers”
Altthough we are probaably all guuilty of geetting
boggged down in the numb
bers from tiime to timee, it is
insiight that wee are tryingg to achievee in our callculationns. How seensitive are our solutioons to thing
gs we
do not know so
s well? How
H
likely are we to err
e in
o our modells? How weell do
chaaracterising the input to
ourr idealisatioons represeent reality? What aree the
connsequences of perform
mance of our
o foundaations
outtside expectted bounds??
Whhile our atteempt will be
b to illustrrate generaal approoaches to so
olving a ran
nge of founddation probllems,
we will consider shallow
w foundatioons and piles as
ourr primary examples and for thhese founddation
typpes, the ideaalisations im
mplicit in ouur methods.. We
willl focus alm
most exclusiively on analysis undeer undraained condittions, partlyy because iit makes the explannations sim
mpler but paartly becausse it is the more
com
mmon offshhore situatioon.
Wee will first consider the
t analysiss and desiggn of
shaallow foundations.
3. Shallow Fo
oundations
As discussed above
a
theree are a num
mber of diffferent
fshore appliications forr shallow ffoundationss and
offs
eacch one bringgs its own set
s of issuess. In the followingg we will discuss
d
a nuumber of thhe design issues
andd how thesee can influen
nce the ideaalisation ussed in

the analysis and our interpretation of analysis results. We will then briefly discuss conventional
analysis methods leading up to more detailed discussions of plasticity analysis methods for situations
that fall outside the realm of classical methods.
3.1 Practical issues for designing offshore shallow
foundations
3.1.1 Strength Characterisation
One of the primary inputs to any capacity calculation is the soil strength profile. Typical offshore
strength profiles are soft clays although sands and
overconsolidated clays are also encountered. Of
course the strength characterisation must be consistent with the method selected for analysis. The issues that must be addressed include:
 Is the relevant strength characterisation drained or
undrained behaviour? This will of course depend
on the load characteristics and the drainage conditions in the soil and at soil-foundation interfaces.
 What is the resolution of the site investigation?
Site investigations for pile founded structures
sometimes have rather coarse sampling intervals
so that associated shallow soil profiles may have
significant uncertainty in the region critical to
shallow foundation performance.
 Is the strength profile best idealised as uniform,
linearly increasing, layered or…? Conventional
bearing capacity formulae are based on uniform
strength profiles. Limited analytical solutions for
non-uniform profiles are also available and of
course numerical solutions such as finite element
methods are capable of analysing very general
profiles.
 What is the interface soil strength? There is almost always a thin veneer of very weak soil right
at the mudline such that a flat plate placed on this
layer would have little sliding resistance under
undrained conditions. This often suggests the
need for skirts or at least assessing how much the
interface strength will improve due to consolidation?
 Will the soils be subjected to cyclic loading?
How will the strength profile be modified to account for this?
 Is scour an issue? Can scour undermine the
foundation or reduce its effective embedment?
3.1.2 Load Characterisation
The load characteristics also have a significant influence on problem idealisation. The issues that must
be addressed include:

 Is the foundation subjected to multi-axial loading? The primary load of interest is often a vertical load but modifications to analysis methods
can account for lateral and moment loading as
well. Torsional loading is a case that needs special treatment.
 How do the loads vary with time? Are the loads
of short duration such as wave or earthquake
loading or are the loads sustained?
 Is part of the foundation subjected to uplift loading? Will the foundation have to be removed after its use? If so how will the suction be broken?
 Is the foundation to be placed on a slope which
would result in increased lateral loading and
overturning?
 If skirts are employed, is the self weight of the
structure at installation adequate to achieve full
penetration?
3.1.3 Foundation Geometry
The foundation geometry will clearly influence the
methods of analysis. Issues include:
 What is the foundation shape? Analytical solutions are mostly limited to strip footings and circular footings. Empirical adjustments are required for rectangular footings. Other shapes
have to be treated as special cases.
 Does the foundation have skirts? When skirts are
included, conduits are required to allow water to
escape from the skirt compartment during placement on bottom.
 Does the foundation have holes in the base to reduce consolidation times? Further, holes can
squeeze out some of the soft soil at the interface
and also reduce the time required to relieve suction forces if foundation removal is required.
 Is the foundation a single footing or a system of
footings such as a mudmat system for a platform?
Designing a foundation within a system of footings requires consideration of the system as a
whole. For example the system performance will
affect the loads that are applied to any individual
footing.
The above are some of the considerations that
should be taken into account when developing a
model for analysing a shallow foundation, carrying
out the calculations, and interpreting the results.
3.2 Conventional Methods
3.2.1 Theory
In this section we will discuss conventional bearing
capacity equations as well as “exact” solutions to
idealised conditions. The development of classical
methods for assessing the bearing capacity of shal-

low foundations is built on Prandtl’s solution (1921)
for a strip footing on the surface of a weightless,
frictional material with cohesion and the extension
by Reissner (1924) which adds the effect of surcharge to Prandtl’s solution. Although we are concentrating on undrained behaviour, the relevant solution is a subset of the general frictional models and
hence friction will have to be briefly considered.
Prandtl developed his solution from first principles
for the two dimensional problem of a strip footing.
The two dimensional governing differential equations of equilibrium provide two equations in three
unknowns: normal stresses
and
and the shear
stress
as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8 shows one of the possible failure mechanisms corresponding to the characteristic stress solution (although mechanisms are not necessarily
unique, the calculated capacity is) for the undrained
solution. The solution shown consists of rigid 45°,
right triangular wedges beneath the footing and
along the free surface. The transition zone between
the two is a radial shear fan in which the radial veis constant.
locity is zero and the angular velocity
As we will see in a subsequent section, elements of
this solution are useful in constructing approximate
solutions to more complex problems.
V
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Figure 8: Conventional bearing capacity failure mechanism
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The Prandtl equations have been modified to include
a semi-empirical term to account for the added
strength of the soil due to self-weight such as proposed by Terzaghi (1943) giving:

xy
x

y

Figure 7: General stress state in a body under load

0.5

The required third equation is the yield condition for
the material, in this case the Mohr-Coulomb failure
criterion:
2
sin

2 cot
4
The solution is normally written in the form:

1

2

where is the total vertical capacity per unit length,
is the footing area per unit length, is the soil cohesion, is the effective surcharge pressure at the
and
are
level of the footing-soil interface, and
dimensionless functions of soil friction angle, .
Note that for a material with no cohesion and no
surcharge the theoretical bearing capacity for the
weightless material is zero. The forms of the functions,
and , are well documented in the literature, for example see API RP2A. For the special
case of
0 i.e. undrained loading, we substitute
for to denote undrained shear strength. For this
2
and
1.
case the solution is

3

where  is the effective unit weight, is the footing
is a dimensionless function of .
width, and
rather than
Terzaghi also used a value of 5.7 for
was not
the theoretical solution, 5.14. The term
rigorously derived but was based on adhoc assumptions regarding the stress conditions within the failure mechanism resulting from soil self weight.
There are numerous values for the
term found in
the literature (Vesic 1972) and because of the sensiterm vartivity to friction angle the value of the
ies widely. Clearly the self weight term in the equation becomes relatively more important as the width
of the footing increases. Terzaghi (1943) also modified the equation to account for embedment and the
shape of the foundation and various other corrections for these effects have also been published, e.g.
Brinch Hansen (1970) and Meyerhof (1953).
A number of modifications to the classical equation
have been made by subsequent workers in the field
to include the effects of lateral loading and overturning moment. Using Prandtl’s approach, Green
(1952) derived a rigorous solution to the problem of
inclined loading of a rigid punch (footing) on a purely cohesive material (undrained strength) as follows:

1

2

c 2
cos

4

wherre:
1
sin
2

5

wherre is the aaverage sheear stress, ⁄ , wherre
is th
he lateral looad. Figuure 9(a) shoows the failure
mech
hanism corrresponding to this sollution and FigF
ure 9(b)
9
shows the normaalized
vs..
interaction
diagrram. Figurre 9(b) also shows the interaction
i
diagram
m for a casee with increeasing soil strength
s
as will
be diiscussed latter.

⁄

6

To account foor this effeect, Brinch Hansen (11970)
prooposed that the footingg area be reeduced suchh that
the centroid off the effectiv
ve area of the reduced footp
of actiion of the equivalent
e
o
offset
ingg is at the point
verrtical load. An examp
ple of this modification is
shoown in Figuure 10. Thiis is a conseervative appproximaation as it satisfies
s
connditions forr a lower bound
b
soluution, that is, it satisfi
fies equilibrrium and caan be
shoown to be att or below yield.
y
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Figure 10: Brinch Hanseen’s eccentriccity correctionn

(bb)
Figu
ure 9: Green’s solution (19955) for footinng under inclinned
load (a)m
mechanism (b)
b)interaction diagram
d

Notee the similaarities to thee mechanism
m for pure verv
tical load. Meyerhof (19533), Brinch Hansen
H
(1970),
Vesiic (1975), annd others haave proposeed load incllination correction factors thaat approxim
mate the beh
haviour of this soluution. This solution saatisfies equiilibm within tthe mechaanism but according to
rium
Houllsby and Puuzrin (1999)) the stress state has neever
been
n extended into
i
the rigid region whhich is requ
uired
to bee consideredd a complete solution. Interestingly it
can be shown to be an upper bouund as willl be
demoonstrated inn a subsequeent section.
In caases where moments are
a applied to the footting,
the eccentricityy or effectiive offset of
o the verttical
load, , is:

Subbsequent to
o the publiccation of thhese solutio
ons a
num
mber of “exxact” solutions have been found using
u
finiite differencce techniquues to integgrate the tw
wo dimennsional gov
verning equ
uations. Sokkolovskii (11965)
pubblished a bo
ook of suchh solutions including probp
lem
ms of bearinng capacity,, retaining walls
w
and slopes
undder varying
g boundaryy conditions. Cox, et
e al.
(19961) publish
hed solutionns for the bearing
b
cappacity
of a circular footing
f
on the
t surface of a weighhtless,
Moohr-coulombb material. This was extended to
t include materials with weigght by Cox (1962).
(
In 1973, Daviss and Bookker publisheed a finite differd
encce solution to the probblem of unndrained beearing
cappacity of a strip footinng on the surface
s
of a soil
witth increasin
ng strength with depthh. The sollution
wass presented in the folloowing form:
2

4

7

where
is th
he soil strenngth at the surface (fo
ooting
soill interface),, is the raate of increaase in undraained
streength with depth, and is a dim
mensionless func⁄ . This solution exxplictionn of the parrameter
itlyy describes the importtant effect of the streength
graadient on thee unit bearin
ng capacity. For exam
mple it
shoows that a wider
w
footinng will havee higher unit capaccity since thhe failure mechanism
m
is forced deeeper
intoo the soil whhere the streength is greeater.

A nu
umber of eempirical modification
m
bove
s to the ab
soluttions to account for reaal world com
mplexities have
h
been
n published.. For exam
mple, variouus solutionss for
layerred soils suuch as a sooft layer ovverlying a hard
h
layerr (Brown annd Meyerhoof, 1969) or sand over clay
c
(Han
nna and Meeyerhof, 19880) are available to rev
vise
desig
gns as requiired.
3.2.2
2 Applicatioons
Prob
bably the eaarliest appliccations for bearing
b
cappacity th
heory in thee offshore were for designing
d
m
mudmatss, the tempoorary footinngs used to support a fiixed
bottoom SPJ prioor to placem
ment of the piles.
p
The first
edition of the A
API recomm
mended practice, RP2A has
s
whiich providees formulae for
a veery simple section
the vertical
v
capaacity of a suurface footiing on clay and
sand
d. For exam
mple the firrst edition (October
(
19969)
of RP2A
R
for ““mats and spread foottings” on clay
c
statees, in its entiirety:
“Thee ultimate vvertical beaaring capaccity,
shalll be resolved by the equuation:
7.4

, of clay
c
8

wherre is the uundrained shear
s
strenggth of clay and
iss the effectivve overburdden pressuree.”
Therre are severral things too note regaarding this recomm
mendation.
 The
T equationn was inten
nded for verrtical load only
o
an
nd hence w
was intended only for support off the
SPJ’s on-botttom weightt. It does not take intoo acount the laateral and overturning
o
loads that are
co
lik
kely to occcur even in a mild enviironment when
w
an
n “operationnal” storm occurs
o
before the piles can
bee installed. There is no
n referencee to sliding stabiility under lateral loadd. SPJ mudm
mats were geng
errally flat, stteel or timbeer mats thatt sat directlyy on
th
he unpreparred seabed. As such the sliding
g resiistance of thhe mats waas almost neegligible. FigF
urre 11 show
ws typical mudmat
m
layyouts for SPJs.
Probably thee reasons thhere were not more incideents of slidding off staation were the lateral resiistances of partially peenetrated hoorizontal memm
beers at thee mudline and the extensions of
sttructure legs, called leg
g stubs, thatt typically penp
ettrate into thhe soil severral feet.

78 ft.

68
ft.

16 inch dia.
horizon
ntal framing

(a)
(b)
Figgure 11: Mud
dmat layout forr steel piled jaacket (a) schematic
of shallow
s
waterr platform mud
dmats (b) deepper water mud
dmats

 T
The factor 7.4 is the product of 5.7 (Terzaaghi’s
ng factor) and
a 1.3, Teerzaghi’s shape
s
strip footin
ffactor for a square or circular
c
foooting, that iss, the
pprovision im
mplicitly asssumes the mat
m shape. This
vversion is somewhat
s
u
unconservat
tive as the beariing capacityy factor is high and a rectangulaar vs.
strip footingg shape is im
mplicitly asssumed.
 T
The equatioon is for a uniform
u
streength soil prrofile
aand does not
n accountt for the m
more typicall offshore case of an increeasing strenngth with depth.
d
T
The engineeer was faced with pickking an apprropriaate shear sttrength wheereas no guiidance is offfered
iin RP2A.
 T
The RP preescribes a faactor of saffety of 2.0. One
iissue that immediatelly arises iss the possibbility
tthat the maats will pennetrate slighhtly into thee seabbed becausse of the weak soils thhat are typiically
ffound on thhe seabed. Oftentimes
O
the strengtth sellected was taken from
m shallow saamples that were
ffirst, not reepresentativee of the inccreasing streength
pprofile andd second, probably
p
diisturbed as near
m
mudline sam
mples tendeed to be. This
T combinnation
oof safety faactor and verry conservaative strengtth assessment sometimes
s
led to exxcessively large
m
mudmats annd in fact caases occurreed where thhe enttire base off an SPJ wass one continnuous mat.
T
This probleem arises whhen the recoommended safetty factor is taken literaally. In this case no pennetrattion of the mats
m was allowed sincce if a mat penep
ttrated it waas by strict definition at
a a safety factor
f
oof 1.0. As a practical matter
m
howeever small penep
ttrations aree not particcularly harm
mful wheree the
strength graadient is siignificant as
a the increasing
strength proofile tends to be a selff correctingg featture of the system.
s
In this case it is often posssible
tto bound the potentiial penetraation and judge
j
w
whether thaat is an acceeptable outccome.
 T
The equatioon is intendeed for a singgle footing only,
nnot for a system of foootings.
RP2A also haad a brief seection for footings
f
on sand
ny of the saame issues. These twoo secwhich has man
tionns comprissed the onnly guidelinnes for shaallow

foun
ndations andd remained unchanged through sev
veral ed
ditions. Agaain no prov
visions weree made for slids
ing stability. A more co
omprehensiive section for
f
addeed to RP2A
A in
shalllow foundaations was finally
the tenth
t
edition publishedd in March 1979. In this
edition the guiddelines published by Vesic
V
(19722) in
the Foundationn Engineeriing Handbbook were the
mary sourcee and incluuded most of the claassic
prim
beariing capacityy concepts discussed
d
a
above
includ
ding
indeppendent cheecks for slidding stabilitty. These additionss were still intended primarily
p
forr the design
n of
SPJ mudmats bbut their adddition was inspired
i
byy the
oduction of gravity based structurees (GBS) inn the
intro
Nortth Sea in thee decade off the 1970s.
As discussed
d
e
earlier
the GBS is a large diam
meter
struccture that iss especiallyy suited forr the hard, flat
sea beds
b
in partts of the cenntral North Sea. For most
m
of th
hese structuures the con
ntrolling deesign loads are
laterral loads succh that the critical failuure mechan
nism
is sliiding. As suuch the impportance of establishing
g an
accu
urate soil strrength profiile near the seabed becaame
appaarent and onne of the keey innovatioons was the additio
on of skirts to the basee of the strructure. Th
hese
skirtts were usuually thin steel
s
sheets that penettrate
vertiically into thhe seabed, typically onne to three metres in length, aand providee a positivee shear connneco the
tion with the seea floor. Thhe addition of skirts to
base of a mat w
was not with
hout precedeent. For ex
xamhese
ple, some mat-ttype jack-upp rigs have skirts but th
u
limiited to the periphery
p
oof the mat. As
are usually
such
h they add some passiive resistannce but do not
neceessarily forcce a sliding failure on a plane throough
the skirt
s
tips. An
A example of a skirtedd mat is shoown
in th
he schematic in Figurre 12. Thee skirts are arranged in a gridd pattern on
n the base of
o the structure
h the spacing of the griid small enough to enssure
with
the critical
c
slidding mechan
nism is at the tips off the
skirtts. This reccognition off the need ffor skirts to developp lateral reesistance haad a carryoover effect for
otherr shallow foundations such as mudmats that
weree to be placced on an unnprepared seabed
s
in other
offsh
hore develoopments an
nd is an im
mportant dessign
elem
ment today. A discusssion of the importancee of
skirtts was included in the 10
1 th edition of API RP2
2A.

Figuure 12: Schem
matic of shearr skirts

f
additions made
m
in thee 10th
Thee shallow foundations
Ediition of RP2A have beeen maintaiined with minor
m
st
revvisions to th
he present day
d 21 Eddition. How
wever
verry recently a separate publicationn, RP2 GEO
O has
beeen publisheed which provides
p
siggnificantly more
detail on founndation desiign. This document is
i inport various API publiccations regarrding
tended to supp
fshore system
ms such as RP2A (fixeed bottom strucs
offs
turees), RP2SK
K (Mooringss), and RP22T (TLP fouundationns). An ex
xcellent dettailed desccription of RP2
GE
EO includingg a detailedd backgrounnd was published
by Jeanjean, ett al. (2011)..
3.3 Plastic lim
mit analysis – detailed mechanisms
m
s
In this
t
sectionn we will diiscuss methhods for anaalysis
of shallow foundation using plasticc limit anaalysis.
Succh techniquues are approoximate meethods whicch are
lesss rigorous than
t
the exaact characteeristics soluutions
butt much morre flexible in their abbility to ad
ddress
more complexx problems such as noon-homogenneous
ment,
soills, multi-axxial loadingg, foundatiion embedm
etc..
3.3.1 Theory
nalysis for this
t discusssion refers to
t the
Plaastic limit an
uppper and low
wer bound theories
t
of plasticity. The
uppper bound method
m
is much
m
more flexible
f
and easier to
t apply thaan the loweer bound meethod and hence
h
willl be the prrimary topicc of discusssion. It haas the
addded advantaage of sharinng many off the attributtes of
the so called limit
l
equilib
brium methhod which is
i the
e
trraditional appproach to solvgeootechnical engineer’s
ingg capacity problems.
p
The boundd theorems were
elucidated by Drucker, et
e al. (1952)). A versio
on of
m due to Callladine (19669) is
the upper bounnd theorem
f
as follows:
“If an estimatee of the plasstic collapsee load of a body
m
by eqquating inteernal rate of
o dissipatioon of
is made
eneergy to the rate at which externall forces do work
in any
a postulaated mechannism of defformation of
o the
boddy, the estim
mate will bee either highh or correct.”

This requires that we (1) construct a possible collapse mechanism that is kinematically admissible
(satisfies the volumetric constraints within the body
i.e. the material does not separate or penetrate other
material and satisfies the velocity boundary conditions); (2) derive a virtual work equation by setting
the work rates of external loads to the internal energy dissipation rates (EDR) within the body; (3) solve
the equation for the unknown external load or scale
factor for a load envelope; and (4) repeat the process
varying geometric parameters (if any) describing the
mechanism to find the minimum collapse load for
that mechanism.
The validity of the bound theorems is dependent on
the following standard assumptions of plasticity theory.
 The yield surface,
0, is convex in stress
space.
 Principal stresses and principal strain rates are
aligned in stress space.
 Plastic strain increments,
, are normal to the
yield surface such that:
9
where is a positive scalar. This equation is somewhat abstract and I have found students have difficulty visualizing its meaning. Conceptually it means
that the stresses that brought the material to yield are
the ones that control the strain directions. For example consider Figure 13 which shows a simple
schematic of a yield surface in two dimensional
stress space.

.
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Figure 13: Schematic of yield surface showing normality of
strain increments

As shown, if the stress state is primarily
the pridirection and likemary strain direction is in the
wise for other stress states. Since the material
stress-strain behaviour is non-linear and history dependent it is only possible to determine the strain in-

crement directions independent of the overall
boundary value problem solution. For a given point
on the yield surface it is possible to determine the
relative values of the strain increment components,
for example:

10
since the scalar cancels in the ratio. There are two
possible modes of deformation in a plastically deforming material: tangential slip along a failure surface or slip plane and continuous deformation in the
plastic continuum. The EDR referred to in the upper
bound theorem can be expressed in terms of strain
increments for a given yield condition as demonstrated, for example, by Drucker and Prager (1952).
They derived the dissipation rates for a generalized
von mises yield condition for a frictional material
with cohesion. Such dissipation equations have
been derived for materials obeying other yield conditions. Of particular interest for the purposes here
is the Tresca or maximum shear stress criterion for a
purely cohesive material. The dissipation equations
for this material for the two failure modes is
Slip on a failure surface:

11

and
Continuous deformation:

2 | |

12

where
is the relative slip velocity on the failure
plane,
is the undrained shear strength, and | |
is the absolute value of the numerically largest principal strain increment. These equations allow us to
calculate the energy dissipation rate for any admissible failure mechanism using virtual work principles.
Before discussing applications we should point out
that there are a number of corollaries to the bound
theorems that can be extremely useful as discussed
by Chen (1975). Two of these are particularly important and warrant a brief mention here as follows,
 The plastic collapse load of a system of perfectly
plastic elements is independent of the elastic behaviour of the material as long as any deformation does not significantly change the original
geometry.
 Removing (adding) a constraint from a system of
perfectly plastic elements cannot make the system
stronger (weaker).

One of the requirements of a perfectly plastic system
is that the material remains stable i.e. does not exhibit strain softening.
3.3.2 Applicatons
Perhaps the best way to explain the upper bound
method is to provide an example of an application.
Example 1
Consider the mechanism shown in Figure 14 for a
footing subjected to an inclined load. This is similar
to the mechanism corresponding to Green’s (1952)
solution, shown in Figure 9(a), except that the angle
is assumed to be unknown. The solution for , for
the upper bound formulation, is then minimized by
varying 
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The maximum principal strain rate is then

16

| |

17

2 sin
and the resulting dissipation rate is

sin
18
4
The external work rate is the sum of the rates of both
the vertical force component, , and the horizontal
component, . We replace the horizontal force with
the average shear stress, , times the footing width,
, to give

V

vo

only continuously deforming region. The only nonzero strain rate is

D

C
B
B

Figure 14: Inclined load failure mechanism

We begin by assuming a virtual velocity in the
downward vertical direction. To be admissible the
footing and soil wedge must slide parallel to surface
AB so that the total dissipation along AB is
∗

∗s

sin

∗

cot

∗

cos

2

13

∗

∗

4

2

Now minimizing

where the parameters are as previously defined
and/or shown in Figure 14. At interface BE, the soil
moves uniformly to be compatible with wedge ABE
so that the dissipation along curve BC is
sin

19
tan
tan
Setting the work rate equal to the sum of the dissipation rates, cancelling , solving for and simplifying gives

sin

14
4
At interface EC, the soil again must move uniformly
so that the dissipation along CD is
∗
sin
15
sin
The sector BCE is a radial shear fan centred at E.
To be compatible with the other parts of the mechanism the radial velocity must be zero and the tangen⁄sin , a constant. This is the
tial velocity is

2

csc

1

cot

1

20

with respect to
1

gives
0

21

Solving gives the critical value of 
1
cos
2

22

⁄4
Recognizing that
, Equations 4 and
20 are identical. It is interesting that the solution
developed from equilibrium arguments has not been
proved a lower bound but can be shown to be an upper bound. It should also be noted that components
of the mechanism used in this example can often be
used to build mechanisms for other problems. For
example for a footing with a small aspect ratio,
⁄
2, a three dimensional approximation can be
achieved by assuming a vertical failure plane at each
end of the footing. This requires integrating the
EDR over the resulting slip surfaces and adding to
the total dissipation.

It should be recognized that the mechanism in this
solution results in vertical and horizontal translation
only. Since there is no provision in the mechanism
for rotation, the solution will not be affected by a
moment included in the loads. Since there is no rotation, the moment would do no work and hence this
solution would tell you nothing about the effects of
moment. It is, however, relatively easy to modify
the mechanism to include rotation as will be shown
in the next example. We can also include nonhomogeneous strengths in the solution by expressing
shear strength as a function of depth in the dissipation terms and integrating over the various slip surfaces and the radial shear fan as will be discussed
below.
Example 2
A proposed mechanism to include moment effects is
shown in Figure 15. Moments can arise due to an
elevated horizontal load, an eccentric vertical load,
and/or a moment couple. The solution shown in
Figure 15 was proposed by Brinch Hansen (1970)
and formulated as an upper bound mechanism by
Murff and Miller (1977a). The coordinates, xo and
yo, of the centre of rotation of the mechanism are the
optimization parameters and are varied to find the
least upper bound. Note that there are slightly different mechanisms for
0 and
0 which are
continuous at the
0 transition. It is assumed
0 that the footing stays attached to the soil
for
so there is no separation of the footing from the soil
along AE.
H

A
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H
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2
Following the upper bound procedure we then set
the total work rate to the total EDR
∗

∗

2
24

I

E

y

The external work rate is then given by the following

V

45
B

To carry out the calculations local coordinate systems are used to simplify the process. In the general
cases, integrations are carried out along slip surfaces
and within deforming regions to get the respective
EDR values. For varying strengths with depth the
shear strength profile has to be expressed in terms of
the local coordinate system used for the calculation.
These calculations are somewhat tedious so examples for typical components are detailed in Appendix I. The total EDR is determined simply by summing the components.

e

yh
x

the radius to be consistent with the velocities along
FI and DA. The wedges GHI and CBA deform and
slip along the boundaries GH and CB. In general,
the loads are taken as a vertical load, , offset a distance e from the footing centre and a horizontal load,
, at a height
above the footing base. Both
and
can contribute overturning moments and of
course a moment couple can also be applied.

G




Now appears linearly in each term of the equation
and is cancelled as the virtual work method dictates.
One can then decide which load, or , is of interest, specify the other, and solve for the one of interest. For example say the vertical load
is the
known dead load on the footing and H is the lateral
capacity of interest. The solution for the lateral capacity estimate is then

xo , yo

Figure 15: Eccentric load failure mechanism

Consider now some details of the mechanism.
is
is the distance OI; and
is the
the distance OE;
at a
distance OA. The footing rotates about ,
virtual angular velocity of . The failure mechanism in the soil on the left of OE is similar but of
different dimensions than the one to the right of OE.
The sectors EFI and EDA are non-deforming elements. Sectors FGI and DCA are radial shear fans
but, in this case, the tangential velocity varies with

∑

2

25

Note that is now specified without the dot indicating the virtual velocity,
values, have been cancelled.
is then minimized with respect to the coordinates , to find the least upper bound.
This mechanism accounts for effects of , , and
and their interactions and we can plot the full
surface using these equations. More typically we

plot two dimenssional interaactions suchh as vs. ,
vs. , or vs.. howeverr in these cases it musst be
kept in mind thaat these plotts are cross sections off the
p
can be
b significaantly
overrall surface and such plots
affeccted by the third load component.
c
. The question
that then arises is how goo
od are thesee solutions,, esa hence they
t
peciaally since thhey are uppper bounds and
are on
o the unconnservative side.
s
For

the lineearly incrreasing sttrength caases
⁄
6 , Figure 9(b) shows thhat the verttical
capaacity results are quite good.
g
Clearrly the horizzontal caapacity is exxact as welll and hencee it is likely that
the interaction ccurve is neaar the exact one as it iss for
special case of uniform strrength. Hoowever for
and
interacctions, experience has shown
s
that this
mech
hanism signnificantly ov
ver predictss some partts of
the yield
y
surfacce. For exxample for small verttical
loads, Gourveneec and Ranndolph (20003) have shoown
F
that the simple scoop mecchanism, as shown in Fig1 works w
well. On th
he other haand, the sccoop
ure 16
overr predicts foor large vertical loadss. Consider the
detaiils of the scoop mechan
nism.
H
M

.
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Figurre 16: Scoop failure
f
mechaanism

merical inteegration cann be used for
f strengthh proNum
filees that do not
n permit analytical
a
inntegration. The
external work rate is theen set equall to the ED
DR to
givve
∗

28

accounts for
f a couplee that may be
b diIn tthis case
recttly applied to the footiing. Either
or caan be
solvved for if th
he other com
mponent is known. Fo
or exampple assumee the applieed moment,,
, is kn
nown,
thenn is as foollows
2

2

29
Opttimization is
i then carriied out withh respect to .
Thee foregoing provides tw
wo relatively simple models
thatt provide approximate
a
e solutions over a rangge of
loads. Consid
der some specific
s
resuults for thee two
mechanisms. The
meechanism giives good reesults
for
interaaction for example, it convergees to
Greeen’s solutiion (1952) for
0.. Figure 177 and
Figgure 18 show
w results for
f the twoo failure meechanism
ms for
and
innteractions respectivelly for
the uniform strrength case and for thee case of inccreas⁄
ingg strength with
w depth
6 . Also sh
hown
in tthese figurees are the reesults scaled from the plots
shoown in the paper by Gourvenecc and Randdolph
(20003) referred to here as
a GR. Thee GR resultts are
bassed on morre detailed mechanism
m studies combinned with fin
nite elementt results andd are believved to
be very
v
close to
t exact solu
utions.

The distance , from the assumed
a
cenntre of rotaation
he soil surfaace, is the single optimiization variaable
to th
and the load off primary innterest is thee total mom
ment
he footing ccentroid. This
T
includees any direectly
at th
appliied momennt plus the lateral loadd, , timess its
heighht, , abovve the soil surface.
s
Thhe circular segs
mentt AB is riggid and hennce the onlyy dissipation is
alongg arc AB aas shown inn Figure 16. The EDR
R is
simp
ply as follow
ws,
2

2

26

In th
he general caase the deptth y for thiss mechanism
m is
2

sin

27

F
Figure 17: Moment
M
– vertiical load interraction diagra
ams

f various shallow fooundation probp
mechanisms for
ms.
lem
3.3.3 Additionnal Strategiees
hanisms cann be construucted
Wee have seenn that mech
from
m componeents that arre found inn classical solutionns such as slip
s circles, radial sheaar fans, and rigid
or ddeforming wedges.
w
The intention of the folloowing
disccussion is to providee further innsight into construucting mecchanisms by
b providinng examplees of
straategies that can be usedd to advantaage.

Fig
gure 18: Mom
ment – horizonntal load interaaction diagram
ms

For vertical
v
loadd vs. momeent interaction (
0)) the
mechanism
m only capttures the moment
m
efffects
well for relativeely large vaalues of verrtical load. On
c
the scoop meechanism dooes well on
n the
the contrary,
otherr end of thee vertical load scale- inn fact the sccoop
resullts are inddependent of centric vertical lo
oad.
Moree significannt errors arre apparentt for midraange
vertiical load vaalues. The largest errrors are for the
increeasing strenngth case annd these caan be impro
oved
someewhat by siimply correecting the veertical capaacity
compponents byy the know
wn over preediction of the
pure vertical loaad case, 7.2% in this caase as show
wn in
ure 9(b).
Figu

Thee Squeeze Problem
P
Wee have prevviously show
wn that thee yield conddition
for undrained strength (p
purely coheesive behavviour)
he plastic deformation
d
n will be in
ncomimpplies that th
preessible. Sinnce this con
nstraint is necessary
n
it can
actuually aid uss in construucting a vellocity field for a
parrticular mechanism.
Figgure 19 is a schematic in which a strip footiing is
placed on a sooft, relativelly thin, unifform layer overlyinng a hard strratum.
V

vo

A

D

B

C

E

Soft Layer

Hard Layer

For horizontal lload vs. mooment interraction (
0)
the
mechaanism only does well for horizoontal
loads near slidiing for the uniform strrength case but
ngth
doess somewhatt better forr the increeasing stren
⁄
The
case
6 downn to near midrange.
m
op mechanissm does surrprisingly well
w over alm
most
scoo
the entire
e
rangee of horizonntal loads. The combination of the two mechanism
ms is almostt an exact fit
fi to
G results. As was poointed out by
b Bransby and
the GR
Rand
dolph (19966) and emphhasized by Gourvenec
G
and
Rand
dolph (20033), it is quitte interestinng that horizzontal lo
oad in the ddirection of increasing
i
m
moment
acttually in
ncreases thee moment reesistance upp to a valuee of
⁄
of abouut 0.6.
The foregoing results
r
undeerscore the importancee of
dating soluttions based on assumeed mechanisms
valid
but also show that some relatively simple mecchams can givee good resuults to compplex probleems.
nism
Hopeefully thesee results proovide a bit of insight into
how one might go about deeveloping approximate
a
e soons and suffficient detaiil regarding the mechan
nics
lutio
of thhe calculatioon procedurres. In the next
n sectionn we
will discuss soome additio
onal strategiies for find
ding

Figgure 19: Scheematic diagram
m of a propossed squeeze meechanism
n

At the footing
g interface we can exxpect the sooil to
move downwaard and to be squeezeed outward. At
b
the soft layer aand hard strratum
the interface between
ovement off the soil woould presum
mably
the vertical mo
be zero. Sincce we know
w that the vertical
v
vellocity
muust vary from
m
at the footing interface to zeero at
the hard stratuum interfacce, a simple assumption is
thatt the variatiion is linearr, that is
⁄

1

30

Wee further asssume that
is not a function of .
Wee can then fiind a thaat “works” by
b exploitin
ng the
incompressibillity conditioon as follow
ws,
0

31

Thiis results in the differenntial equatioon
0

32

Inteegrating this equation yields
y
the siimple solutiion

33
Appllying the boundary conditionn (symmettry),
0 at
0
0, the functiion
muust be zero and
hencce the strainn rates are
and
d

34

The EDR is thenn
2
35
Since the EDR
R is a constaant throughhout the reg
gion
CD, the totaal dissipation
n rate is sim
mply
ABC
2

∗

36

To complete
c
thhe solution we
w must innclude EDR
Rs at
the footing-soil
f
interface AD
A (unless we assumee the
interrface is smoooth), the soft-hard
s
strratum interfface
BC, the passive resistance of the wedgges CE, andd the
soil interface CD. Note thhat the downward veloocity
of thhe soil beneaath the footting and thee upward velocity of
o the outer w
wedges giv
ve rise to inccreased relaative
veloccity at interrface CD.
Detaails of thesee remainingg calculationns are proviided
in Appendix
A
II. The failuree load assum
ming interfaaces
AD and
a BC are rough is then
2

2

1
sin cos

tan
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For a smooth fo
footing, the dissipationn at the AD
D ina a
terfaace is set too zero. Reesults of thee capacity as
function of sooft layer thickness
t
a
are
shownn in
ure 20 for thhe rough foooting case. Since one can
Figu
consstruct an uppper bound mechanism
m
for a soft laayer
thick
kness of 0.3
35 whichh gives the classical solution, 2
 thee squeeze mechanism
m is 6.61, well
w
ve this valuee. On the other
o
hand it does prov
vide
abov
a useeful solutionn in that it demonstrates the effecct of
thin weak layeers in a rellative sensee. Definin
ng a
o 5.14⁄6.6
61 0.78aand scaling the
“scalle” factor of
ordin
nates of thee squeeze soolution givees the correccted
plot in Figure 20. This at least
l
gives a “feel” forr the
effecct of thin weeak layers.

Figgure 20: Capa
acity of footinng on thin soft layer with vaarying
thicckness

A similar
s
apprroach can be applied too a circular footingg where a cylindrical
c
coordinate system is used.
Thee soil is assumed to deform
d
in an
a axisymm
metric
patttern in keepping with th
he geometryy of the probblem.
Notte that folloowing stand
dard conveention, is used
herre in place of . Agaiin assumingg a linear variav
tionn of ,
1

38

andd applying the
t incomprressibility constraint we
w obtainn
0

39

Thiis leads to thhe equationn
40
As before
is a functio
on of only. Solving
g the
equuation, andd applying the bounndary conddition
0, gives thee solution
0 at
2
Thee strain incrrements are then

41

2
2
andd the EDR per
p unit voluume is
2

42

43
Thee total dissippation in th
he zone beloow the footiing is
thenn the unit dissipation
d
times the voolume of thee cylindder defining the deform
ming region.. The remaainder
of the EDR components
c
s is calculatted in a similar
mannner to thaat for plane strain exceept that thee torroiddal wedge around
a
the thin
t
zone must
m deform
m owingg to its axissymmetric geometry.
g
In this case the

circumferential strain is not zero and the velocity
fields are again constructed using the incompressibility condition. The details of the calculations are
described in the paper by Murff and Miller (1980).
In the foregoing we have attempted to demonstrate
some of the thought processes and procedures that
can be used for constructing failure mechanisms for
upper bound analysis. While the idea of failure
mechanisms is familiar to the geotechnical engineer,
care must be taken to ensure the mechanisms are
kinematically admissible. In a sense this really just
means that they are possible. A more detailed discussion of this aspect of limit analysis is provided
later.
3.4 Generalised Plastic Limit Analysis – Macro
Mechanisms
The foregoing analyses have demonstrated the construction of detailed failure mechanisms to be used
in conjunction with upper bound plastic limit analysis. In this section we will consider how failure interaction surfaces can themselves be used to derive
the performance of a foundation element. Prager
(1959) showed that a system of forces that characterise the stress state in a perfectly plastic structure (including a soil-structure system) can be considered
generalized stresses and the corresponding plastic
displacements can be considered generalized strains.
This is true notwithstanding the fact that the generalised stresses and strains do not have the actual dimensions of stress and strain. For a given set of
generalized stresses,
… , the generalized strain
are
the
work
rate conjugates of the
rates,
…
stresses, that is
…
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Where the generalized stresses are moments, the
generalized strains are rotations so that work rate
conjugancy is maintained. The interaction surface
then plays the role of the yield condition, that is
,…,

0
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If the structure is composed of perfectly plastic elements, the yield function, , is convex and other
tenents of plasticity theory apply. As for the plastic
stress vs. strain relationships we can relate the generalized plastic strain rates to the generalized yield
condition using the associated flow rule, that is
46

We can then use these elements to apply the bound
theorems to any assemblage of generalized plastic
elements such as a system of footings or piles.
Before considering relevant problems it is useful to
demonstrate the validity of Prager’s assertion. Consider the problem discussed earlier of a footing on
uniform strength soil subjected to inclined load.
Equations 4 and 5 constitute the failure interaction
surface which can be rewritten in terms of normalized vertical load and horizontal load , that is
,
1

2

cos 2

0
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where
1
sin
2
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Now the generalized plastic strain rates corresponding to the generalized stresses and are
49
and
λ

1
1

is the ratio of
to
where
find the ratio of strain rates,
1
1

50
. We can then

51

Consider now a specific example where
which equals 4. 626
. Solving for us0.9
and the ratio
ing the yield equation,
0.4124
⁄
0.644, is then found to equal 12.2°. Referring to the failure mechanism in Figure 21, the
footing moves downward at an angle of 45°12.2°=32.8° to the horizontal giving a ratio of
⁄
tan 32.8°
0.644 which checks identically.
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Figure 21: Inclined load failure mechanism showing velocity
of footing

.
(a)

Figure 22 shows that the strain increment is indeed
normal to the yield surface. Thus for any combination of and at yield we can determine the ratio
of ⁄ . Alternatively (and perhaps more importantly) we can invert the process and determine V and H
for any ratio of ⁄ . This may, of course, require
solving a non-linear equation but the idea has particular advantages when analysing a mechanism involving a system of foundation elements.
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Figure 23: Shallow foundation system (a) detailed mechanism
(b) system represented by interaction surfaces

V/SuB

Figure 22: Inclined load interaction surface showing normality of the velocity field

Consider the system of shallow foundations shown
in Figure 23(a). One approach to solving the capacity of the system is to construct a mechanism as
shown in Figure 23(a) as proposed by Murff and
Miller (1977b). A simpler approach however is to
represent each footing by its multi-axial interaction
diagram as suggested in Figure 23(b). This can be
easier and more accurate, especially if we have an
accurate interaction surface for a single footing.

Assume, for example, a yield function,
, ,
0, for a single footing. The following
is a step by step approach to determine the system
capacity.
1. Assume a virtual rotation of the system about a
point with coordinates
and
which become
the optimization parameters. For a planar geometry the mechanism represents all possible motions- two translations and a rotation.
and , find the motion ,
2. For any values,
for the centres of each footing. Note the rotation
rate for all footings is equal to .
3. Now form the ratios of virtual translation and rotation components, for example

52
4. Since we know the ratios themselves from the assumed mechanism, this gives us three equations
of this type but only two independent ones (any
two) in unknowns , , and
5. The third equation needed for solving for , ,
and for any footing is the yield condition. Thus

in principal we can solve for the three unknowns
although, depending on the complexity of the
yield condition, this may be numerically difficult.
6. Given the values of , , and we can calculate
the EDR for any footing as follows
53
7. Equating the virtual work rate of the external
loads to the EDR we can then solve for the unknown load or scale factor.
8. We then systematically vary
and
to find the
minimum load capacity.
In as much as the mechanism is planar and the yield
condition of each footing is correct, minimization
will lead to the exact solution because we have considered all possible failure mechanisms. In fact
since we have calculated , , and
at each footing and know the external loads we can check to see
whether the solution satisfies equilibrium. We will
discuss how to investigate failure out of the plane of
loading in our discussion of pile systems. As we did
before, we will use an example to demonstrate the
above ideas.
Example 3
Here we will consider a simple example of planar
failure of a two footing system as shown in
Figure 24. For our purposes we will assume that the
footings are pinned to the structure at their centroids
and the interaction surface is as given in Equations 47 and 48. As noted earlier removing a constraint from a plastic system, such as replacing a rigid connection with a hinge, will never increase the
capacity and hence will be a conservative assumption as noted by Chen (1972).
Vt

the ratio of virtual ve-

54
where
and
are the footing coordinates. We
also know from the normality relationships that
1
1
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The right hand side is known for any value of and
and hence we can reduce Equation 55 to a quadratic equation of the form
0

56

where
2

and

1

1
1
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Solving and taking the positive root (on physical
grounds) gives
4
58
2
, we can solve for
directly from
Knowing the
the yield condition, Equations 47 and 48. The total
EDR is then

59
As shown in Figure 25 the mathematical interaction
equation extends beyond the boundaries of the yield
surface.
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For a given value of and
locities at each footing is

xv

Ht

yh

The system is subjected to its self weight as well as a
lateral load. There are two unknowns associated
with each footing, and .

V

Angles in this range
set V=0
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V
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Figure 24: Schematic of two-footing system with loads

Extension of
interaction curve

Figure 25: Interaction surface for single footing reset end values

Therrefore if
or
a outside the physiccally
are
mean
ningful rannge we reseet them to their bounddary
valuees as shownn in Figure 25. This adjustment
a
will
someetimes leadd to an indeeterminacy in the footing
loads however w
within the range
r
of accceptable loads,
equillibrium cann still be sattisfied. Thee total external
work
k rate is thenn
∗

∗
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Now
w we can seet or
e
equal
to a specified
s
vaalue
such
h as
sellf weight off system, annd solve forr the
otherr componennt, for exam
mple
∑
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Figu
ure 26 show
ws normalizzed results of
o momentt vs.
horizzontal load interactionn for a systeem of footiings
with
h 2B centre tto centre sp
pacing for a range of veertical lo
oads. For small
s
vertical loads thee interaction
n diagram
m is rectanggular i.e. there is no intteraction. The
failu
ure mode is sliding forr horizontal loads nearr the
mud
dline or sim
mple overturrning for looads at signnificantlly higher elevations.
e
The interaaction diagram
grow
ws as the veertical load is increasedd but beyonnd a
certaain vertical load it beg
gins to shrinnk as shown
n in
the figure.
f
Notte that it is relatively
r
sttraight forw
ward
to ad
dd additionaal footings to
t the systeem using Eq
quationss 55 throughh 58.

mpirical equuation
(19994). This study involved an em
for the yield fuunction of circular
c
foottings of the form
Λ
Λ

1

0
62

where  and  are fittin
ng parameteers and an
nd
nd pure tenssion capaciity of
are pure comppression an
eacch footing, respectivelyy. As desccribed in the paperr, Equation 62 is a matthematicallyy tractable form
so that
t
a spreaadsheet can be used to develop sy
ystem
inteeraction diaagrams usin
ng the proccedures outtlined
aboove. Detaills of the annalysis are described inn the
papper. Anotheer option is to use convventional beearing
cappacity equattions as yiield conditiions. Figuure 27
shoows examplles of conv
ventional “iinclination”” factorss that are ussed to modify the basicc bearing caapacity eequations for
f a strip footing
f
on clay. All three
connventional factors are reasonabble matchees to
Greeen’s exact solution annd could be used to appproximaate system behaviour.
b

F
Figure
27: Em
mpirical interaaction surfacees compared with
w
Green’s
’s solution

Figu
ure 26: Norm
malized interacction diagram
ms for two-footting
systeem for varyingg normalised load
l

The foregoing eexample utilized an exaact solution
n for
singlle foundatioons in analyysing a systeem. One off the
usefu
ul features of using macro-mech
m
hanisms is that
singlle footing solutions can
n also incluude conventiional so
olutions as well as strrictly empirrical curve fits.
One example of
o the latteer is descriibed by Murff
M

It is noted how
wever that Vesic’s corrrection is comw
possed of straigght lines annd hence haas corners where
the lines interssect. The corners
c
do not
n have un
nique
w represeent a range of differennt venorrmals and will
locity directions as show
wn in Figurre 28. It is thus
cleaar that almoost all load states derivved from thhe velocity directionns will be at
a a corner and
a only a minim
d
w be on thhe flat
will
mall number off velocity directions
porrtions of thee diagrams. Hence thhis might not be
the best yield surface
s
reprresentation to use in th
he upperr bound metthod. Let uss now consiider anotherr system
m example which exp
ploits conveentional beearing
cappacity equattions.

H

Usiing Equatioon 64 as a yield conditiion we can write
the ratio of geeneralized plastic
p
strainn rates for an
a indivvidual footin
ng as

If vi in this rangge
s loads here
set

If vi in thiss range
set loads here
h

Iff vi in this range
e
s loads
set
h
here

2

V

2

Fiigure 28: Corrners on intera
action surfacee result in nonnunique velociity directions

Exam
mple 4
In many
m
instannces for mu
udmats of shallow water
w
platfforms, the lateral loaads will bee taken outt in
wholle or in parrt by horizoontal braces embeddedd in
the soil,
s
leg stubbs or other protuberanc
p
ces, and/or pasp
sive pressure on peripheraal skirts aroound mudm
mats.
his case it may
m only be
b necessaryy for the mudm
In th
matss to resist the verticaal loads annd overturn
ning
mom
ments impossed on the platform.
p
U
Using
the conc
ventiional bearinng capacityy equation for
f a strip footf
ing with
w eccenttricity correction (see Brinch
B
Hansen,
1970
0) we can exxpress the vertical
v
capacity of a footf
ing as
a
∗ 1

2 ⁄

where the subbscript “fi” refers to foooting “i”. We
p
faailure
cann then calculate the EDR for any postulated
mechanisms fo
or a system
m of footings where thee system
m rotates ab
bout a horizzontal axis located at
as
shoown in Figure 30.
V
M

2

0

xo

xv

For relatively
r
loong footing
gs we can simply multtiply
the strip
s
capaciity by the length,
l
, to
t get the total
t
2
systeem capacityy however for
f footingss with /
a shaape factor sshould be appplied. Figure 29 show
ws a
non--dimensionaal interactio
on diagram of momentt vs.
vertiical load forr a single foooting.

xi

Fiigure 30: Schhematic of faillure mode for system of foottings
inccluding local moment
m
resisttance

Asssuming a virtual
v
rotattion rate off , the veertical
dispplacement and
a rotation
n rates of foooting “i” arre
and

64

Footingg i

.
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is the bearing caapacity undeer pure verttical
wherre
load, is the foooting widthh parallel to the load direction, and is tthe load ecccentricity,
/ . We
a a
can then rearraange Equation 63 and express it as
d function aas follows
yield
,

65
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where
is the
t coordinaate of the footing
f
centtroid.
Com
mbining Eqquation 65 and
a 66 for each footinng we
cann solve for .
0.5
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Equuation 67 iss continuouus and exteends out of the
rannge of possiible values,, that is forr
and
0. Hencce as we diid in the previous exam
mple,
we must correect the valu
ues when thhis occurs. For
exaample, whenn
, it shouldd be replaceed by
and whenn
0, itt should be set to 0, asssumingg zero upliftt capacity. Alternativeely, a percenntage
of compression
c
n capacity could
c
be asssigned to th
he uplift capacity.

Figure 29: Singlee footing intera
action surfacee with eccentricity
correction

w can use the yield condition,
we
c
EquaE
Knowing
ve for
tionn 64, to solv

2
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The total EDR iis then

ystem capaccity assumiing the foootings
ingg for the sy
are aligned as shown in Figure
F
32. It is then necesn
saryy to check for out-of-pplane failure as will bee discusssed in moree detail in the
t sectionss on pile fouundationns.
Z
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Settiing the worrk rate of thhe external loads equaal to
the total EDR w
we can solvee for

2

Figu
ure 31 show
ws the mom
ment-verticaal load interaction diagram fo
for a fixed two-footing system with
w
spacing of 2 aand eccentriicity correcttion. For comparisson, the intteraction diiagram for a two-footing
systeem hinged at the conn
nections, is also shownn in
the figure.
f
It is interesting that fixing the connection
again
nst rotationn only resullts in a verry nominal improv
vement. The interaction diagram for
f a system
m of
hinged footings where the uplift capaccity is set eqqual
he bearing capacity is iddentical to the
t hinged case
c
to th
⁄
10
with
h no uplift capacity
c
foor 5.14
0.28
but extends
e
lineearly upwarrd for ⁄
5.14 to a
valuee of ⁄
10.28 at ⁄
0.

Figurre 31: Footinng system interraction surfacces with and withw
out eff
ffects of local moment
m
resisttance

3.4.1
1 Additionaal Strategies
As noted
n
in the examples above,
a
it is straightforw
s
ward
to ad
dd additionaal footings to
t a system assuming they
t
are of
o regular shhape, aligneed with the other footinngs,
and the
t loading is perpendiicular to onee of the footing
axes. For footinngs of diffeerent shapess, such as trriangularr footings, or for diaggonal loadinng, approximationss may be reequired. Foor example, it may be necn
essarry to replaace a footin
ng of irreggular geom
metry
with
h an equivallent rectanggular or circcular footingg of
equaal area. Veesic (1972) has also suuggested shhape
correections for rectangularr footings loaded on a diagon
nal. For a ssystem of foootings loadded on a diaagonal one
o can beegin by proojecting the footings on
o a
vertiical plane parallel to thhe load direction and solv-
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4

Plan View off System
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X
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y
on of Loading Pllane
Elevatio

Fiigure 32: Offf-diagonal loading with foottings projected on
plane of
o loading

In the
t foregoinng sections on shallow
w foundationns we
havve tried to identify
i
varrious approoaches for deterd
minning load carrying cappacity of individual as well
as systems
s
of shallow
s
fouundations. We
W have em
mphasizeed methods of plastic limit analysiis and have tried
to provide so
ome usefull exampless of how these
metthods may be applied.. In the folllowing secctions
we will take a similar tackk for pile fooundations.
4. Pile Found
dations
In this
t part off the paper we
w will folllow an apprroach
sim
milar to the one follow
wed in the Shallow
S
Fouundationns discussio
ons. We wiill focus onn issues uniq
quely
relaated to piles. That is, where issuues are the same
or similar
s
to thhose alreaddy discussedd, we will either
e
brieefly mentionn them or omit
o
them where
w
the isssue is
obvvious. Appplications for
f piles vaary widely over
succh uses as platform fooundations to mooringg anchoors and thee issues varry significaantly amongg the
varrious applicaations.
4.1 Practical issues forr designingg offshore pile
fouundations
4.1.1 Strength characterisation
ost importannt soil param
meter
Streength is cleearly the mo
in foundation
f
design and
d analysis. While man
ny of
the issues disccussed for shhallow founndations aree also
p
a few
w different aspects
a
bearr speimpportant for piles,
cifiic mention.
 IIs soil layeering signifiicant? Soill layering iss impportant for all aspects of pile desiign but it caan be
pparticularlyy importantt in assessiing end beearing
ccapacity. Such queestions as whether punch
p
tthrough of a hard layeer over a soft layer is possip
bble depend critically on
o identifyiing the locaation,
strength, annd thicknesss of interbeddded layers..
 IIs the soil strength
s
affeected by loaading rate? This
iissue is paarticularly important
i
a it affects the
as

shaft capacity of piles subjected to rapid loading
such as from waves or earthquakes.
 Is the soil susceptible to creep? Piles subjected to
sustained loads, particularly in uplift, may have
reduced capacities due to creep. Perhaps more
importantly piles subjected to uplift will tend to
become unstable if they move upward significantly.
 Does the load carrying capacity of the pile exhibit
softening behaviour? Very rigid piles can mobilize the peak capacity of the soil whereas piles
that are very flexible may be limited to the residual capacity.
 How long will it take for full set-up to occur?
This is especially important in the decision process regarding when the piles are fit for service.
4.1.2 Load characterisation
The kinds, magnitudes and locations of loads must
be well understood to assess the pile requirements.
 Is the pile subjected to multi-axial loading? It is
important to consider the possible load interactions imposed by moment, lateral and vertical
load and torsion. What are the boundary conditions for the pile analysis? Are the piles free
headed or fixed headed?
 What are the load durations? Is the pile subjected
to short term loads or long term loads or both?
 Is the pile subjected to uplift loading where creep
might lead to load shedding and catastrophic failure?
 Where are the loads applied? Anchor piles, for
example, are less effective in resisting lateral
loads if the loads are applied at the pile head.
4.1.3 Foundation geometry
The details of the pile geometry can have a strong
influence on the capacity of the pile.
 Is the pile wall thickness schedule appropriate for
the expected failure modes? Generally a thickened wall is needed to resist lateral loads (bending) whereas axial loading is not usually limited
by stress in the pile.
 Will jacket piles be inserted in sleeves with leg
stubs? Leg stubs that penetrate into the soil generally provide substantial benefits in bending resistance near the mudline.
 Are the piles long enough to develop a plastic
hinge failure mode during loading or are they
short enough that failure is likely to be in a fence
post mode, that is kicking out at the pile tip?
 Do the piles behave individually or as a group or
as a system?

The foregoing are important issues to address in deciding the critical design elements and in fact how
the foundation will be analysed.
4.2 Conventional methods
4.2.1 Theory
Unlike the structure and history of shallow foundations, the conventional methods of pile analysis are
not grounded in theory but are basically empirical.
While they are mostly based on conceptual models,
there are always empirical parameters used to carry
out the design methodology. There are two distinct
aspects to pile design- axial capacity and lateral performance.
The axial pile capacity is generally assumed to be
the simple sum of the shaft resistance along the pile
walls and the end bearing resistance at the pile tip.
The basic model for pile shaft capacity in clay soils
(undrained response) is
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where is the pile diameter, is the pile length, and
is the ratio of shear resistance mobilized at the
soil-pile interface to local undrained shear strength.
As such is simply a correlation factor which is a
function of a wide range of variables depending on
the particular design recipe chosen. The guidelines
for evaluating
generally are derived from field
load tests but have also been influenced to some degree by mathematical models of an idealised installation process. Additional details of the evolution of
will be discussed in the next section. The end
bearing resistance of a pile in clay is usually taken to
be
72
is the undrained shear strength at the pile
where
tip and
is a bearing capacity factor, conceptually
similar to that for shallow foundations but essentially empirical in this application. It should be mentioned however that theoretical constructions, such
as cavity expansion theory as described by Bishop,
et al. (1945), can be used to rationalize
within a
reasonable range.
The soil resistance to lateral movement of the pile is
usually modelled as non-linear distributed springs
and the pile is modelled as an elastic beam-column.
The maximum resistance of the springs per unit pile
length, H, is taken to be
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where
is the local undrained shear strength,
is
an empirical bearing capacity factor, and
is the
pile diameter. Rules for selecting appropriate
values have largely been derived from experiments
and field tests although theoretical underpinnings for
some cases have been established. Generally
increases with depth to account for the effect of the
surface proximity until it reaches some maximum
value. Guidelines for modifying the spring characteristics to account for cyclic loading effects have also been established, e.g. see Matlock (1970).
In conventional practice axial capacity is directly integrated into the foundation design. That is, the pile
must have sufficient capacity to achieve a designated
safety factor when compared to the design axial
loads. For analysis of laterally loaded piles, the pile
head loads are applied to the non-linear beam column model and the design requirements are based
on limiting the stresses in the pile to allowable values. The ultimate lateral capacity of a pile is not
usually a consideration. In this presentation however we will emphasize the pile’s ultimate lateral capacity and argue that it provides useful insight into
the foundation behaviour.
4.2.2 Applications
A very detailed history of API’s axial pile capacity
recommended practice is presented by Pelletier et al
(1993). Only a brief summary will be provided here.
It is not known exactly how the earliest offshore
piles were designed for axial load although it is likely that dynamic formulae such as the Engineering
News Equation (Teng, 1962), in common use at the
time, were initially employed. However, by 1956,
so-called static methods of analysis, as described in
the “Theory” section above, were being used. These
methods were pioneered for offshore applications by
Bram McClelland and his co-workers and in 1962,
incorporated in the standard McClelland Engineers
company reports (Pelletier et al, 1993).
The first edition of API RP2A (1969) included the
McClelland procedures for design of axially loaded
piles. In this method the shaft resistance was taken
equal to the undrained shear strength except as follows:
 For depths less than 100 feet it was limited to
1000 psf
 For depths greater than 100 feet it was limited to
1/3 of the effective overburden pressure.
The unit end bearing was specified as 9 .

Over the 18 years following the publication of the
first edition of RP2A there was considerable controversy over this design procedure. The uncertainties
spawned a number of joint industry studies including
several efforts to establish comprehensive pile load
test data bases. Extensive study of these data bases
was carried out by Olsen and Dennis (1982) and
many different design methods were proposed. Finally a consensus evolved and in 1987 a revised
method was published in the 17th edition of RP2A.
The method specified that the shaft friction was taken as the undrained shear strength for soft clays but
that  decreased in a systematic way as the ratio
/ increased. It was reasoned that as the soil
strength was high relative to the overburden stress,
compared say to a normally consolidated clay, the
soil could reduce or even partially lose its contact
with the pile and hence result in a smaller percentage
of adhesion. The specific method adopted is a modification of the method proposed by Randolph and
Murphy (1984). The method has remained essentially the same to present day and is incorporated in the
new edition of RP2GEO.
The recommendations for analysis of laterally loaded piles included in the first edition of RP2A are
based on a joint industry program as documented by
Matlock (1970). While a number of studies have
been undertaken to generalize and validate this
work, it has remained essentially unchanged to present day and is included in RP2GEO with only slight
editorial comments. It is again emphasized that the
proposed method of analysis involves modelling the
pile-soil system as a linearly elastic beam column
with non-linear soil springs resisting the lateral pile
movement. As we will see the maximum resistance
of the soil springs can also be used in an alternative
analysis in which we assess the lateral capacity of
the pile-soil system.
4.3 Plastic limit analysis – detailed mechanisms
The basic theory underlying plastic limit analysis of
pile foundations is the same as that for shallow
foundations. Since this has been described above,
we will only consider applications in this section.
4.3.1 Applications
For the purpose here, we will consider the axial and
lateral capacities independently. The mechanism associated with axial shaft failure is essentially trivial
and simply involves evaluating the pile-soil bond as
given by Equation 71. Because the pile tip is normally deeply embedded, disallowing any influence
due to surface proximity, and the undrained soil is
theoretically incompressible there is no simple
mechanism associated with end bearing. Assuming

there is no softening, we simply assume the resistance is described by Equation 72 and the capacity is the sum of end and shaft capacities as discussed
above. Contrary to the axial case, there are a range
of possible mechanisms that can be used to investigate the various features of laterally loaded piles.
Some typical examples follow below.
Example 5
Of the various mechanisms that can be defined to estimate lateral capacity we first investigate one of the
simplest models. Consider a rigid pile idealised as a
flat plate with width and length , restrained from
rotation but translating laterally as shown in
Figure 33. This is essentially the mechanism proposed by Reese (1958) using the limit equilibrium
method. A comparison of the two solutions will be
discussed later. The soil failure mechanism proposed is a triangular, rigid wedge of soil being
pushed up in front of the pile. We initially assume
the pile is smooth and there is a gap behind the pile
so that no suction develops. We will discuss the implications of these assumptions in more detail later.
The face of the soil wedge makes an angle with
the horizontal and the soil strength is assumed to be
spatially uniform.
B
B

C v
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2
is the
where ′ is the effective unit weight and
vertical velocity of the wedge. The upper bound
equation is then
∗

∗

1
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2
sin cos
sin
Thus the lateral capacity of the translating pile is
then
1
78
2
sin cos
sin
The solution is then minimized with respect to to
find the best solution. Note that the work done in
lifting the soil weight is negative since the mechanism is working against gravity. Further the contribution of the soil weight to capacity is, in effect, the
average of the effective overburden pressure over
the pile length times the vertical cross sectional area
of the pile and is independent of . Such independence results because the soil is incompressible and
any net displaced volume in the soil must be displaced upward to the free surface in any admissible
mechanism. Note that for ≫ the contribution of
the sides becomes insignificant and the solution approaches the Rankine solution for passive pressure
on a wall with a critical value of 45°.
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Figure 33: Schematic of idealised pile-wedge translating failure mechanism

As the pile translates to the right the soil wedge
slides up the failure plane. Energy is then dissipated
on the front of the wedge as it slips along the failure
surface as follows
∗

An obvious feature of this mechanism is that the average pressure continues to increase indefinitely as
the pile length increases. Clearly at some depth the
soil will not be displaced upward but will flow
around the pile. At that depth and below, the proximity of the free surface will have no effect on the
resistance. Consider an infinitely thin plate deeply
embedded and loaded normal to its surface so that
soil flow around the plate occurs. A characteristics
solution can be found for this case as shown in Figure 34.

∗

∗
∗
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sin
cos
sin cos
The EDR on the two sides of the soil wedge is then
sin
The work rate of the lateral force is simply
and the work rate in lifting the soil wedge is
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H
Figure 34: Characteristic solution of deeply embedded flat
plate under normal load

The net pressure developed on the plate over a unit
length in this case is

2

1

3

11.42
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Now
w we will m
modify the mechanism
m
shown in FigF
ure 33
3 to includde two zonees. The wedge of the prep
viou
us solution iis assumed to act abovve the depthh,
and flow
f
aroundd occurs bellow the deppth as shoown
in Fiigure 35.

i totally atttributed to the load on
n the
cappacity ∆ is
addded pile incrrement ∆ , that is the lload distribution
on the pile abbove the in
ncrement does
d
not ch
hange
ment so thatt
witth the addedd pile increm
∆

∆

or
∆
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∆
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Fig
gure 35: Scheematic of ideaalised pile-weddge failure wiith
flow-arounnd at depth
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as a
Figgure 36 show
ws the resuults of estimating
funnction of deepth using Equation 833. On thiss plot
we have also inncluded a plot
p of the riight hand siide of
w finite unit
u weight, speEquuation 83 foor a case with
1. For the weeightcifiically the paarameter ′ ⁄
lesss case the flow-around
f
d zone begiins at a dep
pth of
⁄
3.94.
can be approximatted by the linear
l
2 ⁄ . For the finnite soil weight
w
funnction 2 2.4
case, the soil weight inccreases the pressure onn the
pilee and once the
t combineed pressure equals 11.4
42 ,
1,
flow
w-around iss initiated. In
I this case i.e. ′ ⁄
it begins
b
at ⁄
2.73.

We then
t
replacee in Equaation 78 witth
and addd a
term
m to accounnt for the dissipationn below
as
show
wn here

sin coss

sin

1
80
2
The solution can then be writteen in a nnondimeensional forrm
⁄

⁄
sin co
os
1

⁄

F
Figure
36: Ploot of inferred Np vs. depth vaalues from weedge
model

sin
1
2
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In th
his model both
and are minim
mization vaariables.. It should be noted thhat this moddel is no lon
nger
a rig
gorous uppeer bound sinnce we havee not expliccitly
acco
ounted for details
d
of thee wedge-floow around trransitionn. While tthis solution
n has reasonable appeaal it
is cleearly an approximationn.
repreesents only
y the
contrribution off the soil strength
s
to resistance and
thus to estimatee
we set the unit weeight of the soil
to zeero. To findd
abovee the flow-aaround zonee we
increementally inncrease and
a computee the minim
mum
fo
or each vaalue. We finnd that the optimum vaalue
of bo
oth and
change ass the pile leength increaases.
We make
m
the assumption that
t
the inccrease in latteral

Now
w if it is asssumed thatt there is noo gap at the back
of the
t pile, an active wed
dge will form
m which will be
idenntical to thhe passive wedge
w
andd for any wedge
w
deppth will douuble the reesistance duue to dissippation
oveer that part of
o the mechhanism. Obbviously thiss will
resuult in reaching the flow
w around prressure at a shallow
wer depth. However, the negativve work don
ne in
liftiing the passsive soil wedge
w
will be
b exactly compennsated by thhe positive work
w
done by
b the activee soil
weddge and hennce the soil weight will have no net effectt on the soluution. Again we have plotted the right
hannd side of Equation
E
833 for this caase in Figuure 36
shoowing the flow-arouund transittion occurrs at
⁄
1.47.

In the preceding discussion we considered a pile rigidly translating through the soil such as might occur
if the pile head is fixed against rotation. Of course
mechanisms involving pile rotation are also possible
and are discussed in the following example.
Example 6
Figure 37 shows possible mechanisms with pile rotation. Figure 37(a) shows a free headed pile rotating
rigidly in the so-called fence post failure mode; Figure 37(b) shows a pile yielding (forming a plastic
hinge) at the mudline and rotating below that point;
and Figure 37(c) shows a pile with two plastic hinges failing in a shear type mode.
H

H

H

Figure 38 shows a detailed velocity field for the
wedge. The soil in the wedge is assumed to move
parallel to the boundary AB and to conform to the
pile motion along AC. Assuming the virtual velocity in the horizontal direction at the pile top is , the
rotation rate, , is then equal to ⁄ . Further assume that the resultant velocity varies linearly with
from the pile interface to the wedge face. At any
point along the pile-wedge interface, the velocity
is
1
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To accommodate the pile motion,
sequently all along AB is then

at A and con-

1

Plastic Hinges
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It then follows that, within the wedge
tan
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 37: Schematics of idealised rotation mechanisms
(a) free-head pile (b) pile with plastic hinge at mudline (c) pile
with two plastic hinges

Pile rotation can be accommodated by the wedge
mechanism discussed previously by allowing the
wedge to deform as well as translate as shown in
Figure 38. In this mechanism the pile is assumed to
rotate rigidly about O, the soil below
flows
around the pile, and the soil above
moves in a
wedge that is both shearing and translating. Slight
modifications of this mechanism, say to account for
pile yielding, can be made to model the other mechanisms in Figure 37 and will be discussed in a later
section.
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We can then derive a general velocity field within
the wedge as
tan

1
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and
tan

1

tan
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The relevant strain rates are then
tan
89
tan
90
and
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After some simplification we find that



o

1
2

X

Soil Flow Around

Y

Figure 38: Schematic of soil wedge to accommodate pile rotation

2

cos
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which is a constant over the wedge volume. The total EDR within the wedge is then

2

cos sin

The EDR on the slip surface is equal to

93

∗
co
os sin

∗

1
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The EDR on thhe two sidess of the defforming weedge
o
is found by inteegrating the relative slipp velocity over
a
which gives
the areas
2
3

sin
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Belo
ow the wedgge it is assum
med that the soil’s unitt resistaance is simpply equal to
o
and the local EDR
E
is thhen
which must
m
be integgrated overr the
lengtth from to
t . The tootal EDR foor
is theen
1
1
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Notee that the veelocity channges directioons at
buut so
doess the resistannce, so the expressions
e
s change. After
A
somee simplificaations the EDR
E
below
is found
d to
be

2

97

Usin
ng a similar approach fo
or

thhe EDR is

2
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The work rate of
o the externnal forces iss then set eqqual
he sum of thhe EDRs forr this mechaanism. Thee cato th
pacitty is then minimized
m
w respecct to , , and
with
to
o find the critical
c
valuee. Figure 339 shows a plot
of th
he normalizzed capacityy ⁄
f the rotaating
for
pile and the rigiidly translatting pile dem
monstratingg the
signiificant diffeerence in thee two. For ≫ thee rotatin
ng pile (or wall)
w
solutiion is exactly one-half of
the Rankine
R
soluution as exppected.

Figgure 39: Norm
malized capaccities for rotatting and transllating
piles
p

4.3.2 Additionnal Strategiees
t foregoinng exampless the pile w
was idealisedd as a
In the
smoooth, rigid, flat plate in
i a uniform
m strength clay.
Cleearly there are
a situationns where more
m
generaal descriiptions are desired. For exampple it is strraight
forw
ward to include varyin
ng degrees of
o pile rough
hness
by adding another dissipaation term equal,
e
to times
t
t the pile times
t
the soil’s vertiical velocitty relative to
s
areaa of the pilee in contactt with
verrtical cross section
the wedge timees . Non-homogeneous soil streength
cann also be inccorporated in
i the solutiion by incluuding
the soil strengtth as a funcction of deptth in the inttegrationns of EDR over surfaces and voluumes. Finallly in
offs
fshore appliications, pippe piles arre normallyy employed and thu
us a circularr geometry is more reaalistic
w be discuussed below
w.
as will
One solution that
t
has beeen particularrly useful inn this
reggard is the characteristtics solutioon developeed by
Ranndolph and Houlsby (1984) for a deeply em
mbeddedd circular piipe translatiing perpenddicular to itts axis. Solutions using charaacteristic neets were deerived
t
paper for
f pile-soil interfaces varying
v
betw
ween
in that
smoooth and ro
ough. It is interesting that the auuthors
devveloped the solution without form
mal integratio
on of
the characterisstic equation
ns but by simply reasooning
bassed on the problem syymmetry, boundary
b
conditionns, and welll known prooperties of the
t characteeristic
currves (Randoolph Person
nal Commuunication). The
forcce per uniit length was
w found to range from
6
forr a smooth pile
p to 4√2
2 2
for a
rouugh pile wheere c is und
drained sheaar strength and
a d
is pile
p diameteer. They suuggested a liinear function of
the adhesion factor,
f
speciifically 9 3 as a good
emppirical fit too their soluttions.
Muurff and Haamilton (19993) used thhe Randolph
h and
Houulsby soluttion (1984) for the deeeply embeedded
parrt of the pilee along withh a modifiedd wedge meechanism
m to accom
mmodate a circular pile
p
for shaallow

depths. Their proposed failure mechanism is shown
in Figure 40.
H
Gap or Suction
Wedge Failure

Cosine Velocity
Function

H

Flow‐Around
Failure
Wedge Cross Section

Figure 40: Murff-Hamilton failure mechanism for a pipe pile
with circular cross section

They proposed an intuitive mechanism where the
soil wedge has a radial velocity of
1

cos
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where
pile radius; , , and are cylindrical
wedge depth,
/
depth to
coordinates;
centre of rotation (similar to
in the rotating pile
example above) and
exponent. In this velocity
field
0 so that resultant velocities are strictly in
the
planes. The radial velocity is a maximum
at
0, the very front of the pile, and decays to zero at
90° owing to the cosine function. Imposing the incompressibility condition on the velocity field gives
0

100

which, along with Equation 99 and the boundary
conditions, provides the necessary equations to define the complete velocity field. This in turn allows
one to calculate the strain rates and hence the EDR
in the wedge mechanism. Below the wedge is considered to be a flow-around zone which is treated in
a similar manner as the examples above. These calculations are detailed by Murff and Hamilton
(1993). Thus the problem can be set up in a similar
manner to the rotating pile problem described above
and solutions obtained by optimizing the upper
bound solution with respect to , , , and , the
latter being the radial extent of the wedge at
0.
The solution has been exercised for a range of conditions to determine
vs. depth profiles as we have
previously done. For example, such profiles are developed for a range of interface adhesion values and
typical soil strength profiles.
4.4 Generalized Plastic Limit Analysis- MacroMechanisms
The basic principles of generalized plastic limit
analysis discussed above are applicable to pile prob-

lems of interest and so we again will consider only
applications in this section.
4.4.1 Applications
As discussed previously, the macro-mechanism perspective is to look at problems in terms of forces and
displacements rather than specific soil velocity fields
with their accompanying detailed stress and strain
fields. The axial capacity mechanisms alone are
straightforward and need little discussion although
some discussion of how they interact with lateral
mechanisms will be considered below. The lateral
mechanisms require a little more attention.
In the lateral mechanisms we consider a defined soil
resistance distribution along the pile which is a result of the soil failure mechanism but does not include it explicitly. This force distribution may come
from empirical methods such as the Matlock (1970)
definition of
, numerical studies such as finite element analysis, or be inferred from limit analysis solutions as was done in the previous section
was estimated. These ideas can again best
where
be explained by means of examples.
Example 7
Consider a rigid pile, loaded laterally at the top and
free to rotate as shown in Figure 41. For the purposes of illustration we consider a simple case where
the soil resistance on the pile, , is constant with
depth. The failure mechanism considered is rotation
of the pile about a horizontal axis at depth
as
shown in Figure 41.
Pile Velocity Profile
H

Lo
Soil Resistance, R

.


Soil Resistance, R

Figure 41: Schematic of a rigid pile, loaded at the top and free
to rotate

The dissipation rate is then
∗

∗
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Note that both velocity and resistance change directions (signs) below
so that

∗

0 and
0, can be found easily
ideal cases,
using the standard approach as follows

∗

∗

∗
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The external work rate
so setting these expressions equal and simplifying gives
2

103

then gives
Minimizing
with respect to
⁄√2.
Substituting into Equation 103 gives
√2 1 . While this is a trivial solution,
the approach is the same as for more realistic resistance and pile descriptions as discussed below
The piles for steel piled jackets are effectively fixed
against rotation at the mudline and sufficiently deep
that the pile will not “fence post”. As a result of
these conditions a possible failure mode will consist
of formation of two plastic hinges, one at the mudline and the other at some depth below the mudline
resulting in a shear type failure mode as shown in
Figure 37(c) above. Further a linearly increasing
soil resistance, say
, is a more realistic
model than a constant resistance. At each plastic
hinge the pile develops a plastic moment resistance
of M. These facts lead to an EDR in the soil of

0:

2

⇒
6

0:

2
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9

⇒

2
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These solutions provide useful “back of the envelope” equations that can provide quick insight into a
problem.
An additional, related problem of interest is the capacity of a laterally loaded pile where an anchor line
is attached deeply embedded in the soil so that proximity to the mudline has no influence. Assuming a
uniform soil resistance over the section of pile in
question and a three hinge mechanism as shown in
Figure 42, the problem is set up in a similar manner
to that above.

H

Plastic Hinges with
Moments= Mp

Soil Resistance, R

∗ 1
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and an EDR due to the plastic moments of
⁄ . The external work rate is simply
2
.
Setting the work rate equal to the sum of the dissipation rates, cancelling , and solving for gives
∗ 1

Figure 42: Schematic of a three-hinge failure mechanism for a
deeply embedded anchor line attachment point

The ultimate capacity of the pile anchor is then
0:

2
105

Note that we could further generalize this expression
by including any soil resistance function in the integral. Further a free headed pile that forms a plastic
hinge below the mudline, such as might be employed as an anchor, can be modelled by changing
2
to
.
Equation 105 can be integrated analytically but it is
a simple matter to set up numerical integration
where the resistance function can be changed easily.
Finding the optimum for the general case can be difficult but optimization routines such as the Solver
Function© makes the process quite simple even for
numerical integration. Closed form solutions for the

2

⇒

4
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As mentioned above it is relatively simple to set up
numerical solutions that have considerably more
complexity on a spreadsheet.
Example 8
Having explored the ultimate lateral capacity of single piles to some degree, it is of interest to investigate the capacity of pile systems. Consider a simple
4-pile example. As shown in Figure 43(a), the pile
images are projected onto a vertical plane aligned
with the lateral load. The planar capacity is then determined for the projected systems as characterised
in Figure 43(b). The failure mechanism is assumed
to be a virtual rotation, , of the system about a horizontal axis through the point , . The piles are

deep
ply embeddeed and fixedd to the struucture whicch is
assum
med rigid sso they will form plastiic hinges att the
conn
nection poinnts and at a depth
d
, ass yet unkno
own.

Theese values allow
a
the caalculation off the EDR of
o the
plastic momennts of
1
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Thee lateral vellocity of thee pile abovee
1

is givenn as
110

andd the axial velocity
v
at th
he pile headd is
111
Theese results provide thee necessaryy input to calcuc
latee the EDR. The externnal work ratee is

(aa)

112
where and are the ho
orizontal annd vertical global
g
s
Wee can then apply the upper
u
loads on the system.
bouund method
d to solve for horizontall capacity
∑

1

∑

4

1

(bb)
Fig
gure 43: Scheematic of a fouur pile system (a) Pile imagges
projeected on a verrtical plane (b)) Capacity of the planar sysstem

113
Figu
ure 44 show
ws a genericc pile in thee system. The
veloccity at the ppile head is resolved innto components
and
paralllel and perrpendicular to the pile’’s axis,
, respectivelyy. The rotaation rate off the upper sec⁄ whereass the
tion of the pile about
is then
rotattion rate of the base off the structuure is simplyy .
The plastic hingge at the piile head theen undergoees a
net rotation
r
witth respect to
t the struccture of 1
⁄
⁄ .
and the hinge at
rotates at

where
axiial pile capaacity. Equaation 113 iss then
minnimized with respect to , , and . It
I has
beeen found thaat
determ
mined for ann individuaal pile
rem
mains relativvely constannt for the group
g
and thhe resultts are very insensitivee to it so
can be deterd
minned prior to the system
m optimizatioon.
A simple exaample of th
he four-pilee system iss descriibed in Table 1.
T
Table 1: Para
ameters for annalysis of fourr-pile foundatiion

vxi
vyi

.

xo , yo



Lo

Parameeter
⁄

Value
0 and 2

⁄

0.10

⁄

0.40

⁄

0.50

⁄

0.50

.

yoL
 o
Mp

Figuure 44: Schem
matic of a geneeric pile in thee four pile sysstem

o horizontaal load vs. overAn interactionn diagram of
turnning momeent is shown in Figuree 45. Therre are
threee zones off interest. At
A small mom
ments, say loads
neaar the mudlline, the faiilure is a shhear mechaanism
chaaracterised by
b lateral trranslation and
a double hingh
es in
i the piless. At relativvely small horizontal loads

the failure
f
is ovverturning characterise
c
ed primarilyy by
axiall failure of tthe piles. A region bettween is a zone
z
of horizontal
h
looad-momennt interactioon where both
b
bend
ding and axiial load in the
t piles is apparent. FigF
ure 45
4 also show
ws the effects of a verrtical load such
s
as th
he structuree weight whhich reducees the mom
ment
capaacity but noot the shear capacity. This of couurse
presu
umes that the
t plastic moments inn the piles are
not significantly
s
y affected by the axial loads.
l

fouundation can
n fail in an
n out-of-plaane directioon as
dem
monstrated in
i Figure 46
6. As show
wn in the ploot the
load cannot actually
a
reaach the connstrained faailure
surface on this path since a componnent of the load
willl reach the failure at annother locattion first. Inn this
anaalysis, each possible looad path is tested
t
again
nst all
poiints on the constrained failure surface to deterd
minne at what point a coomponent of
o that loadd will
firsst reach the surface. Thus
T
the critical magnnitude
of the
t load along the load path is giveen as
c
cos

Figurre 45: Interacction diagram
m of lateral loaad vs. overturn
ning
moment for a foour pile system
m

In th
his analysiss the failuree is assumeed to be in the
planee containinng the resulltant horizontal load. This
T
overrly constrainns the systeem and doess not admitt the
possibility of aan out-of-pllane failure. It would
d be
possible to incluude the direection of faailure as an adonal parameeter in thee optimizattion proceddure
ditio
howeever we preefer an alterrnate strateggy which giives
the analyst
a
a liittle more control
c
oveer the analyysis.
The alternate prrocedure is shown in Fiigure 46, ann infor a fixed load
l
teracction diagraam of x andd y forces fo
heighht of 3 forr a rectangu
ular base of 2 .
1.40

Horizontal Load,, Hy/Q

1.20
1.00
0.80

Inaccessible
Load Path
Load Patth
Constrained Surface

0.60

0.20

Fcrit

Out‐of‐Planee Failure
Direction

i
0.00
0.00

Critical Surface

Load
Component

0.40

0.50

1.00

Ho
orizontal Load, Hx/Q

Figure 46: Interaction diagram
m of lateral forrces in x and y directioons with base dimensions
d
B x 2B

The rectangularr base acceentuates the effect of conc
strainning the faailure directtion. Note the significcant
bulge in the intteraction diiagram. In this region the

114

where
is the critical load value at the load angle
a
and reepresents all possible looad values at
a the
resppective anggles . Thee critical or governing yield
surface is the result
r
of an
nalysing posssible load paths
p
m zero to 90°.
9
The red
duced interaaction surfaace in
from
Figgure 46 has been correccted to incluude the posssibility of out-of-pllane failure.
4.4.2Additionaal Strategiess
xamples weere intentioonally
In the foregoiing, the ex
mple to dem
monstrate thhe concepts without geetting
sim
boggged down in too manny details. Itt is importaant to
poiint out how
wever that significantlly more reaalism
cann be includeed without the analysiis becomingg too
oneerous. Of course
c
at soome level of
o effort a more
rigoorous analy
ysis such as
a finite elements maay be
callled for andd in fact at least somee such is reecommennded to caliibrate the siimpler methhods. In thee follow
wing we incclude a few ideas wherre added reaalism
is not
n too burddensome.
Thee region of a pile involved with thhe lateral faailure
mechanism is also subjeccted to axiaal loads or shear
alonng the pile.. This can result in a reduction inn lateral capacity due to the interactionn of normall and
sheear stresses on the pile face. Aubeeny, et al. (22002)
useed results frrom finite element
e
anaalysis to chharacteriise this inteeraction and
d include it as a distrib
buted
yield surface (over the pile surfacce) in an upper
u
bouund model. This conccept has beeen shown to
t be
parrticularly usseful in the analysis of large diam
meter
pilees such as suction caissons subjeected to incclined
loads.
Additional moodifications for the pile system cann also
o the analyssis. Exampples includee pile
addd realism to
battter, variablle wall thickness, andd moment--axial
load interactioon. Pile baatter can bee accommoddated
by resolving th
he velocities parallel annd perpendiicular
to tthe pile axees. Pile waall thicknesss profiles caan be
useed in the seaarch for the depth of thhe second plastic
moment. Thee plastic mooment can also be maade a

function of the axial load by including the axial
load-plastic moment interaction relationship as a
yield surface in the model so that rotation rate and
axial velocity are generalized strain rates as discussed by Murff (1987). Of course, it is also
straightforward to include additional piles in the
model.
A recent innovative shallow foundation concept uses
short “pin” piles in the corners of a mud mat to provide additional support and reduce the mud mat area
for more efficient offshore handling and installation.
The above mentioned pile system model can be
modified easily by replacing the lower plastic moment mechanism with a rigid pile that kicks out below the pile rotation depth.
The ideas above are just a few of the modifications
that can be incorporated in models previously discussed to provide better insight into foundation behaviour. This emphasizes the significant role that
innovation plays in constructing mechanisms. Plastic limit analysis provides a convenient set of rules
for consistently analysing surprisingly complex
models.
5. Plastic Limit Analysis and the Limit
Equilibrium Method
It is sometimes argued that soils do not obey the associated flow rule and hence PLA methods do not
reflect real behaviour. Further the upper bound
method gives results that are unconservative in most
applications and hence limit equilibrium methods
that focus on satisfying statics are to be preferred. It
might therefore be useful to put in perspective the
concepts of plastic limit analysis as related to the
limit equilibrium method. First it should be pointed
out that the collapse load estimate is usually not very
sensitive to the assumption of associated flow. As
pointed out by Davis (1968) this is true even for frictional materials where dilation is known to be significantly over predicted. In a sense we can think of
upper bound solutions as getting as close to equilibrium as possible for the proposed failure mechanism.
The early limit equilibrium solutions by Coulomb,
Rankine, and others were conceived well before the
principles of plasticity were deduced. In these models failure mechanisms were constructed and an attempt made to satisfy equilibrium and the failure
conditions along the hypothesized failure surfaces.
As pointed out by Murff and Miller (1978) the limit
equilibrium methods borrow from both the upper
and lower bound ideas. They resemble upper
bounds in that mechanisms are proposed and they
resemble lower bounds in the attempt to satisfy
global equilibrium and yield. However, they do not

include checks to establish that the mechanisms are
kinematically admissible nor that stress conditions
within the mechanisms are statically possible.
In most classic solutions such as Coulomb’s and
Rankine’s, the solutions are in fact admissible while
the process of imposing global equilibrium and yield
is actually equivalent to formulating the upper bound
equation. These solutions generally do not rigorously satisfy equilibrium and yield in the small. As
such they are actually valid upper bound solutions as
can be shown by comparing the solutions with an
upper bound formulation. As an example consider
the solution for a laterally loaded pile using the
wedge mechanism as proposed by Reese (1958) and
shown in Figure 47.
H
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Figure 47: Schematic of limit equilibrium solution using the
wedge mechanism

The solution proposed was to sum shear and normal
forces acting on the various faces of the wedge in
the vertical and horizontal directions and to solve the
two resulting equations simultaneously. This model
includes the normal force on the wedge face. It is
unnecessary to include this force in the upper bound
solution as it does no work nor dissipates energy in
the deforming mechanism and a single, simpler
equation results from the virtual work formulation.
The upper bound solution as given in Equation 78
above turns out to be identical to Reese’s limit equilibrium solution. Both solutions require minimization with respect to the wedge angle to get the best
solution i.e. the one closest to equilibrium. This best
solution while being a reasonable approximation is
not the true mechanism and clearly does not satisfy
equilibrium and yield. This is most evident by the
fact that the wedge failure surfaces do not intersect
free surfaces at 45°. Thus where the limit equilibrium method employs a kinematically admissible
mechanism it produces the same result as the upper
bound solution for that mechanism. The upper
bound method however is simpler in its formulation
as shown here and more adaptable to complex conditions. For example in contrast to the limit equilibrium method the upper bound approach easily incorporates deforming regions in the mechanism and is

much more adaptable to non-homogeneous strength
profiles.
In some applications the ideas of the limit equilibrium method have been extended to non-standard
problems where mechanisms are constructed of lines
simulating “intuitive” failure surfaces, for example
seeking to exploit weak layers. Such mechanisms
may or may not be admissible ones and hence can
lead to rather arbitrary results. To illustrate this
point Figure 48 shows examples of some solutions
that seem reasonable but are not in fact admissible.
V
M
V
Gap
Soil must
penetrate pile

V
M
A

Gap

B

Figure 48: Schematic showing example inadmissible failure
mechanisms

6. Closing Comments
It has been the intention of this paper to use simple
examples to shine a light on the robust generality of
PLA methods and to hint at their ability to obtain
approximate and useful solutions to complex problems. It is argued that, properly applied, these
methods achieve the same thing that more traditional
limit equilibrium methods achieve when correctly
formulated. Thus the argument here is by no means
to abandon traditional methods but to use PLA
methods to build on the limit equilibrium techniques
and add to their generality and consistency.
In cases where more rigorous methods such as finite
element methods are to be used, PLA methods can
play an important role. Preliminary studies can be
used effectively to design the finite element studies
and they can be used very effectively to supplement
the finite element studies as they are being carried
out.
PLA methods are thus important tools in the engineer’s arsenal and with a little practice can be exploited to add surprising insight into even complex
problems- and insight is what computation is all
about.

Figure 48(a) attempts to include the effects of moment loading in a planar mechanism. Again this implies a gap opening on the left side which is inadmissible. To include moment effects the mechanism
must provide for rotation such that the moment does
work and the soil deformation does not include separations.
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elastic stiffness and the soil shear strength.
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9. Appendices
Appendix I. Upper Bound Calculations for Energy
Dissipation Rates for the Brinch Hansen Mechanism
This Appendix provides examples of detailed upper
bound calculations of energy dissipation rates for the
Brinch Hansen failure mechanism shown in
Figure 15 including variable soil strength with
depth. These examples will only describe the right
side of the mechanism for
0. With slight modifications in the values of
and
the calculations
for the other components follow the same pattern. A
general description of the mechanism is provided in
the main text.
The rigid sector EFI slips along the arc EF due to the
virtual rotation rate, , about the center of rotation O
at
, . The energy dissipation rate (hereafter
called EDR) for a uniform strength soil is then
∗
tan

∗

∗

∗
I‐1

Now, to generalize the result for a variable shear
strength with depth we must express as a function

of local coordinates and integrate along EF as follows,

∗

∗
I‐2

For simple strength variations, the integration can be
done analytically but for general variations numerical integration may be required. Note that for a linearly increasing strength profile, common in offshore
applications, is as follows
1

cos

sin

I‐11

so the
The velocity along GH is also equal to
EDR is integrated along GH. The local coordinate
system for this calculation is a rectangular system
with origin at G and the ′ axis along GH. The EDR
is then
∗

∗
I‐12

The depth y in local coordinates is then

I‐3

To calculate the EDR along FG we use a local coordinate system centered at I as shown in Figure 15.
Again the general case requires integration as follows,

I‐13
√2
The triangular region GHI is deforming to conform
to the varying velocity along GI. Using the same
coordinate system as for GH, the only non-zero velocity is
I‐14

∗

I‐4

Thus the only non-zero strain increment component
is then

where

1
2

I‐5
and the depth from the soil surface in local coordinates is
sin

I‐6

I‐15

Since the strain increment is a constant, we can carry
out the integration in yet a simpler coordinate system with origin at G and the ′′ axis parallel to the
soil surface. The EDR is then

The EDR in the sector FGI is calculated using the
same local coordinate system as for FG. In this radial shear fan however the tangential velocity varies
linearly along the radius, , as follows
I‐7

1
2

√

2

∗

∗
I‐16

where

The only non-zero strain increment term is then
1
I‐8
2
2
The maximum principal strain increment is then

I‐17
√2
As mentioned above the calculations for the remaining components follow in a similar manner.

| |

Appendix II. Upper Bound Calculations for Energy
Dissipation Rates for the Squeeze Mechanism

I‐9

2
And the EDR is then

∗

∗
I‐10

where

This Appendix provides examples of detailed upper
bound calculations of energy dissipation rates for the
squeeze failure mechanism shown in Figure 19. The
EDRs are determined within the continuous thin layer ABCD, at the interfaces AD and BC, along the
slope CE and at the thin layer-wedge interface CD.
The mechanism is symmetric so only the right hand
side is detailed below.

In region ABCD it is assumed that the vertical velocity is given as
1

II‐1

Where
thin layer thickness. Since the deformation field is incompressible we can say that
0 ⇒

II‐2

The EDR within region ABCD is then
2
II‐3
Since the EDR is constant throughout ABCD the to.
tal EDR is then simply
It can be shown that
in region ABCD is a function of only by integrating Equation II-2 to get
II‐4
0 at
0 the function,
, in EquaSince
tion II-4 is zero. Assuming the interface strength at
BC is , the dissipation along BC is

8

II‐5

If we assume full adhesion of the soil along AD, the
EDR is equal to that along BC or for no adhesion the
EDR along AD is zero.
From Equation II-4, the velocity
along CD is
⁄2 . The wedge CED then remains rigequal to
id and the EDR along CE is
∗
∗
II‐6
sin
2 cos
2 sin cos
At the interface CD the vertical velocity of the
squeezing zone is downward (Equation II-1) and the
vertical velocity of the wedge is upward given by
tan
II‐7
2
Because the velocities are in opposite directions the
relative velocity is the relevant value to calculate the
dissipation. This is a function of y and is therefore
integrated along CD to give
tan
II‐8
2
2
The EDR terms determined here are summed, multiplied by two (for symmetry) and set equal to the ex-

. The resulting vertical load ,
ternal work rate,
given in Equation 37 in the main text is then minimized with respect to
to give the best upper
bound.

